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ABSTRACT

THIS REPORT IS A COLLECTION OF INTERNAL REPORTS DEALING WITH THE LIBRARY MANAGEMENT. THE PRELIMINARY DESIGN DETAILS THE ANTICIPATED SYSTEM. THE STRUCTURE OF DATA BASE REVEALS THE IMPLEMENTATION SCHEME ON AN IBM 2314 DISK FACILITY. VARIOUS ALGORITHMS ARE PRESENTED TO DOCUMENT THE ACTUAL SYSTEM CONDITIONED BY USING XPL AND OS MVT/HASP. FINALLY A DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE XPL PROGRAM ELABORATES UPON THE MODULAR APPROACH.

* THIS WORK IS A JOINT PROJECT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII COMPUTING CENTER AND THE ALOHA SYSTEM, A RESEARCH PROJECT RESEARCH (SRMA) UNDER CONTRACT NUMBER F44620-69-C-0030, OF THE UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII, SUPPORTED BY THE OFFICE OF AEROSPACE A PROJECT THEMIS AWARD.
ABSTRACT

THE UMTSS USER'S LIBRARY IS A COLLECTION OF USER'S DATA SETS WHOSE FORMAT IS EITHER SOURCE (80 BYTE CARD IMAGE RECORDS) OR LOADABLE (3000 BYTE CORE IMAGE RECORDS). EACH USER'S DATA SET IS AN INDEXED LIST OF LOGICAL TRACKS (13520 BYTES = 1/2 PHYSICAL TRACK). THE LIBRARY PROVIDES SIMPLE EDITING FUNCTIONS FOR SOURCE DATA SETS, ROUTES SOURCE DATA SETS TO EXTERNAL DEVICES, AND MANAGES THE DATA SETS. THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN IN XPL USING THE DIRECT ACCESS FEATURES. THE LIST PROCESSING ASPECTS OF TSS-LIBRARY ARE USER WRITTEN SINCE THE XPL FACILITIES ARE INADEQUATE. IN PARTICULAR, ARRAY MANIPULATION AND STRING MOVE FUNCTIONS ARE CODED AS XPL PROCEDURES.

THE MANAGEMENT OF THE LIBRARY CONSISTS OF "CREATING" DATA SETS, "SCRATCHING" DATA SETS, "SELECTING" DATA SETS, AND "NAMING" DATA SETS.

ONCE A DATA SET HAS BEEN CREATED/SELECTED, ONE MAY ENTER SOURCE CARDS ONTO HIS DATA SET. TWO EDITING FUNCTIONS PROVIDE A SIMPLE METHOD TO ACCOMPLISH THE UPDATING. A SOURCE CARD IS A 72 BYTE IMAGE WITH A 6 BYTE KEY. THE KEY SEQUENCES THE POSITION OF THE CARD WITHIN THE DATA SET. "INSERT" ADDS A CARD TO OR REPLACES A CARD IN THE DATA SET, WHILE "DELETE" REMOVES A CARD FROM THE DATA SET. BOTH CREATION AND INSERTION UTILIZE THE TRACK ALLOCATOR, WHILE SCRATCHING AND DELETION USE THE TRACK FREER. THE TRACK MANAGEMENT ROUTINES CHECK POINT THE IN-CORE TABLE ONTO THE DISK FILE EACH TIME THE TABLE ENTRIES ARE ALTERED.

NOW IF THE USER HAS FINALLY DEBUGGED HIS PROGRAM AND WANTS TO REVIEW IT, TSS-LIBRARY PROVIDES THIS FUNCTION. IN GENERAL, SOURCE DATA SETS CAN BE ROUTED TO THE BATCH PROCESSOR AND TO 3 EXTERNAL DEVICES — PRINTER, PUNCH, AND HIS TERMINAL. USING THE ROUTING ROUTINES, THE USER CAN OBTAIN A PERMANENT HARD COPY OF HIS PROGRAMS. THE RESPECTIVE COMMANDS ARE "$HASP", "$PRINT", "$PUNCH", AND "$DISPLAY".

FINALLY THE USER MAY USE INTERNAL COMMANDS WHICH MANIPULATE THE CONTENTS LOGICAL TRACKS. HE CAN SELECT DATA SETS USING "$LINK", READ A LOGICAL TRACK RECORD BY USING "$LOAD", AND WRITE A LOGICAL TRACK RECORD BY USING "$DAOL".
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INTRODUCTION

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

With the installation of the MV/ operating system on the UH IBM 360/65, the timesharing system developed here for use with the Model 50 became obsolete. A new system, UHTSS, is now under development as a joint project of the Computing Center and the Aloha System. UHTSS currently utilizes IBM 2260's, and should be easily adaptable to any kind of terminal we acquire.

UHTSS has a console user's data file structured to facilitate editing from the console. Data sets of card images can be created, examined and edited from the console and printed, punched, or read by a console or background program. Console user's data sets can only be accessed by UHTSS utility routines, because they do not use a standard IBM access method. The system will also be able to use standard IBM CS data sets, but the full facility for this will require considerable time to develop.

Programs can be executed in three modes. First, the very heavily used routines for displaying and editing console users' data sets will be in the memory all the time. Secondly, a part of the memory will be available to share among console users by "swapping" to the disk unit. This will be used for very short programs and interactive programs. Thirdly, a person will be able to prepare a program in much the same manner as for ordinary batch operation and submit it to the batch operation by commands from the console.

Our old time-sharing system used standard batch compilers. It is not our intention to include this facility with the new system, but to provide compilers or interpreters adapted primarily to timesharing systems. The batch compilers are most general but are awkward and slow for use with the 2260. Furthermore, their use with a typewriter console will be much more difficult. Currently, a basic compiler and a desk calculator facility are available.
DATA BASE OVERVIEW

The preliminary design of the library management was based on a grandiose view of an information retrieval system. It was conditioned by IBM's data management systems and in particular partitioned data sets. After investigating the PDS scheme, the following conclusion was drawn: It won't work. The main reason for this statement was that the PDS scheme lacked dynamic garbage collection (which IBM calls degassing). Thus this first effort in specifying what was desired reflected only aspirations on the grossest scale. Yet, its logic has prevailed within the UHSS library scheme.

The command structure reflected a modest aspect of the preliminary design. The commands provided simple functions, mainly those required to manipulate card imaged data sets. The library scheme was structured to this end.

The data base structure was a straightforward scheme designed to minimize disk accesses. The retrieval scheme was predicated upon the existence of search keys. In order to access a single card the following keys were at one time used: the job/account number key, the data set name key, and the card key. This library plan differed from many time-sharing systems by not copying the user's file onto a work file, editing that file and later recopying the edited one onto the original, but by performing all editing in-place.

With this data base, several algorithms were developed to manage the file. Half of them were quite natural and were designed before the implementation. The other half were born out of necessity.

The XPL implementation used a horrendous collection of subroutines. The basic concept prevalent throughout the program was that of blocks. Blocks were created, moved about and deleted. The visual appearance of the program was designed to provide a picture of the internal relationships. Since the flow of control is linear, some effort was expended to linearize the algorithms. Note that both error and normal exits were localized.

The last segment of the data base overview is the file maintenance routines. Two of these programs use the disk as a direct access file, not a UHSS library file. The other program, ANLZDISK, is still in its infancy. Much work is required in the area of disk space accounting, dead storage management, and data set reorganization.
BACKGROUND HISTORY

The basic reason for choosing the XPL system was that it was a system that we could understand, alter and redesign. We did not want to patch existing compiler systems.

Although FORTRAN H would have given us the most efficient code, its string processing capabilities were non-existent. String manipulation is not a requisite but adds to the structural relationships of the routines. PL/I with its list processing would have been perfect; however, the overhead in linkage, et cetera, would have been a disadvantage. With the improvements and the commitment made by IBM, PL/I has improved and perhaps would have been the best choice.

Another reason for choosing XPL was based on the objectives of the project, namely to investigate higher-level languages for time-sharing. Obviously one must revamp the compiler in order to provide the proper structuring. Manufacturer's compilers were clearly too difficult to alter, much less to obtain in source form. Our recourse was to use small, fast bootstrapping compilers. XPL was the only one available and it had considerable documentation.

The only change to the compiler, to date, was the addition of a simple editor facility. Most systems update the master file, produce a new master file, and then compile the new master file. This involves an extra pass through the source and extra disk/tape storage. It was clear that the compiler could be easily modified to perform the merge and compile at the same time. In this manner a new master file need not be created until all the changes were debugged.

The update process involves a series of SMERGE cards and sets of update cards. A set of update cards is the group of source cards between a pair of SMERGE cards. These source cards contain the normal XPL source statements without any other refinements.

Although the SMERGE cards are quite primitive, the basic function has proven invaluable in our debugging. For one thing, we do not need to lug boxes of cards to be handled in the reader. Secondly, we need less OS interaction with respect to do cards if we use standard update procedures. Finally, less space on the disk is required since only "good" versions will be there.
DATA SET MANAGEMENT COMMANDS

THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS MANAGE THE USER'S DATA SETS. THEY MAKE AUXILIARY STORAGE AVAILABLE TO THE USER FOR DATA OR PROGRAM RETRIEVAL.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COMMAND</th>
<th>PARAMETERS</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SELECT</td>
<td>DATA SET NAME</td>
<td>THE SELECTED OLD DATA SET IS USED FOR ENSUING COMMANDS SUCH AS DISPLAY, EDITING COMMANDS, OR INPUT FOR A COMPILER OR OTHER PROGRAM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CREATE</td>
<td>DATA SET NAME</td>
<td>CREATE A NEW DATA SET IN THE CONSOLE USERS DATA FILE, AND SELECT IT. THE DATA SET WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY SCRATCHED AFTER AN ELAPSED PERIOD OF 30 DAYS.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAME</td>
<td>OLD NAME, NEW NAME</td>
<td>RENAME DATA SET. THIS COMMAND IS USEFUL WHEN A PROGRAMMER DEVELOPES A ROUTINE IN A DATA SET 'TEST'. WHEN HIS IS FINALLY FINISHED DEBUGGING TO PROGRAM, HE CAN CHANGE THE NAME TO 'EIGEN'.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCRATCH</td>
<td>DATA SET NAME</td>
<td>SCRATCH THE DATA SET FROM THE LIBRARY. IF THE DATA SET HAS BEEN CREATED AND SCRATCHED WITHIN A WEEK THEN THE USER WILL NOT BE CHARGED FOR THE AUXILIARY STORAGE SPACE.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXAMPLES OF EACH COMMAND Follow: NOTE THAT THE COMMANDS MAY BE ABBREVIATED AND THAT ONLY THE FIRST 8 CHARACTERS OF THE DATA SET NAME ARE USED.

SELECT JOHN
CREATE PETE
WA ICOLO UNEW;
SCR MANY
DISPLAY COMMANDS

The following commands relate to display functions. At all times the operation is on the last selected data set, and furthermore, the system keeps track of the last record which was referenced by a display or editing command. Then a record can be designated in any of several ways.

DISPLAY IF NO PARAMETER IS GIVEN, STEP=1 IS ASSUMED.

DISPLAY ALL DISPLAY ALL THE DATA SETS WITH THE SAME JOB NUMBER.

DISPLAY DATA SETS DISPLAY ALL DATA SETS WITH THE SAME JOB NUMBER AND USER'S NAME.

DISPLAY FIRST DISPLAY THE FIRST RECORD IN THE DATA SET.

DISPLAY KEY=X DISPLAY THE RECORD WHOSE KEY IS X (1 TO 6 CHARACTERS). NOTE THAT '1' IS NOT THE SAME AS '01'. IN FACT '000001' IS NOT THE SAME TOO.

DISPLAY LAST DISPLAY THE LAST RECORD IN THE DATA SET.

DISPLAY NUMBER=N DISPLAY THE NTH RECORD IN THE DATA SET.


DISPLAY SURF DISPLAY YOUR JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER, NAME, IOPCCUNTS, CPU SECONDS, DATA SET NAME, AND CURRENT KEY.

DISPLAY TEXT='XXX' SEARCH, STARTING FROM THE LAST RECORD REFERENCED, FOR THE CHARACTER STRING XXX, AND DISPLAY THE RECORD WHICH CONTAINS IT.
DISPLAY COMMANDS

TO ANY DISPLAY COMMAND, ANOTHER PARAMETER MAY BE ADDED WHICH IS A NUMBER WHICH DESIGNATES HOW MANY RECORDS SHOULD BE DISPLAYED (IF MORE THAN ONE). IF YOU DO NOT KNOW HOW MANY RECORDS ARE ON THE SELECTED DATA SET 'LAST' IS THE SAME AS 99999. FOR EXAMPLE, TO DISPLAY RECORDS 10, 11, 12, AND 13 OF THE SELECTED DATA SET USE THE FOLLOWING COMMAND:

DISPLAY NUMBER = 10, 4

TO SUBMIT A JOB FOR BATCH PROCESSING ONE ISSUES THE "HASP" COMMAND. THE PARAMETERS FOR "HASP" ARE THE SAME AS THOSE FOR "DISPLAY". THE ENTIRE OS JCL MUST BE PASSED WITH THIS COMMAND. FOR EXAMPLE:

HASP FIRST LAST

"PRINT" AND "PUNCH" MAY REPLACE THE "DISPLAY" VERB. "PRINT" ROUTES THE RECORD TO BE PRINTED WHILE "PUNCH" ROUTES THE RECORD TO BE PUNCH. THE SYSTEM WILL INSERT THE APPROPRIATE JCL CARDS TO ACHIEVE THIS FUNCTION AND SUBMIT THE JOBS TO THE HASP SYSTEM. THUS THE FUNCTIONS (PRINT AND PUNCH) ARE LIMITED TO 2000 LINES AND 1000 CARDS. FOR EXAMPLE:

PRINT TEXT = 'AN APOSTROPHE ' IS OK.''

NOTES: TO TERMINATE A DISPLAY IN EXECUTION, CAUSE AN INTERRUPT. IF THIS INTERRUPT IS DETECTED BY THE SYSTEM, THE DISPLAY WILL BE TERMINATED. LIKE THE OVERALL COMMAND STRUCTURE ONLY THE FIRST LETTER OF KEY WORDS ARE EXAMINED. S=1 AND S ARE DIFFERENT BECAUSE THE FORMER IS A KEYWORD (SIGNALLLED BY THE EQUAL SIGN) AND THE LATTER IS A POSITIONAL PARAMETER. FINALLY, TO TERMINATE THE COMMAND SCANNER, ENTER A SEMI-COLON (;). THIS IS PARTICULARLY USEFUL FOR 2260'S WITH EXTRANEOUS DATA ON THE SCREEN.
**EDITING COMMANDS**

For the editing commands, each record in the data set must consist of a six character key followed by 72 characters of information such as FORTRAN statements or data. Utility programs will be available to read a card deck into a data set or vice versa. In that case, in reading, the first 72 columns will be used as data, and the last 6 columns as key, and on punching the same format will be used.

**DELETE**

DELETE RECORD KEY

Delete the designated record.

DELETE FIRST KEY, LAST KEY

Delete records from the first key to the last key, inclusive.

DELETE

Delete the last record accessed, e.g., the last record displayed.

**IN**

SIX CHARACTER KEY FOLLOWED BY 72 CHARACTER RECORD

Enter this record in the data set:

A) If there are no other records with this key, as a new record, or,

B) If one exists with this key, as a replacement.

In order to limit the entry to no more than 80 characters, this command has a different format from others:

1) The two letter command "IN"

2) A key

3) 72 characters of text

Note: The key is a string of one to six characters. The key will be right-justified if the key is less than six characters (leading blanks are inserted into the key to make it six characters). The next character after the first blank starts the text. If the key is of 6 characters then there must be no intervening blanks between "IN" and the key, and between the key and the text.
EDITING COMMANDS

The following command allows the user to enter Insert mode. Insert mode takes any input without scanning for UHTSS commands and inserts these records according to the key generation function. The normal mode of termination is an encounter with the sentinel.

**INSERT FIRST KEY, INCREMENT, SENTINEL**

Enter the following records into the data set automatically generating the keys. This process will stop when the sentinel is encountered.

The "First Key" is a numeric string (only 0 to 9 are allowed).

The next record will have a key which is the previous key plus the "increment".

The "sentinel" is a string of up to 8 characters. The default string is "STOP". The function of the sentinel is to terminate this mode of insertion. The first 8 characters of the record are examined before it is inserted. If the sentinel string is encountered, the process stops.

**INSERT BASIC, SENTINEL**

The string 'BASIC' must appear to enter the input basic mode. In this mode the basic statement label becomes the key of the card. The sentinel string is as the previous insert command.

Note the basic label must occur within the first 8 columns. The first blank terminates the scan of the label. The next character starts the text statement. If there is no key within the first 8 columns, the insert mode is terminated.
INTERNAL COMMANDS

THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS ENABLE SPECIAL SERVICES FOR PROGRAMS EXECUTING IN THE USER AREA.

LINK DATA SET  SELECTS THE DATA SET AND TRANSFERS CONTROL INFORMATION TO THE USER'S BUFFER.

LOAD INDEX  READS IN THE LOGICAL TRACK OF THE "LINKED" DATA SET CORRESPONDING TO THE INDEX VALUE. THE AREA MUST HAVE ITS ADDRESS IN AREALOC AND BE 3536 BYTES.

OADL KEY  WRITES A LOGICAL TRACK WITH THE CORRESPONDING KEY. THE AREA MUST HAVE ITS ADDRESS IN AREALOC AND BE 3536 BYTES.

THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS ARE A RESULT OF IMPROVEMENTS TO THE DESIGN EXTENDING THE FLEXIBILITY OF THE SYSTEM.

ALLOCATE  ALLOCATES A DATA SET NODE TO A TERMINAL, PROVIDING THE USER ACCESS TO MORE THAN ONE DATA SET. (NOT ISSUED AS A COMMAND).

FREE  FREE ALL DATA SET NODES EXCEPT THE LAST ONE. (SINCE IT IS PERMANENTLY ASSIGNED TO THE TERMINAL).

REMOVE  REMOVE A TERMINAL REQUEST FROM MY QUEUE PROPERLY. (RESULT OF 2260 IMPROVEMENTS).
DATA SET ASSIGNMENT

DURING EXECUTION A PROGRAM MAY REFERENCE UP TO SEVEN DIFFERENT DATA SETS. SEQUENTIAL, 80 BYTE RECORD I/O IS ACCOMPLISHED BY USING INPUT(1), OUTPUT(1), INPUT(2), OUTPUT(2). DIRECT ACCESS, 3000 BYTE RECORD I/O IS ACCOMPLISHED BY USING FILE(1), FILE(2) OR FILE(3). DEFAULT DATA SET ASSIGNMENTS ARE PROVIDED TO SATISFY NORMAL EXECUTION CONDITIONS. THEY ARE AS FOLLOWS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FILE</th>
<th>DEFAULT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OUTPUT(1)</td>
<td>TERMINAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INPUT(2)</td>
<td>MOST RECENTLY SELECTED DATA SET</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BASIC USES INPUT(2) AS THE SOURCE OF THE PROGRAM TO BE COMPILED. CONSEQUENTLY, THE MOST RECENTLY SELECTED DATA SET PRIOR TO EXECUTING BASIC WILL BE AUTOMATICALLY SELECTED FOR COMPILATION. THE FIRST TIME AN UNSPECIFIED FILE IS REFERENCED FOR AN I/O OPERATION, THE USER IS REQUESTED TO DEFINE THE DATA SET BY THE MESSAGE

SPECIFY DATA SET FOR XXX.

WHERE XXX IS THE REFERENCED FILE, TO SPECIFY THE DATA SET, TYPE IN THE DATA SET NAME AND PRESS "ENTER". THE DATA SET SPECIFIED WILL BE SELECTED AND USED FOR ALL SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS ON THAT FILE. TO SPECIFY THE TERMINAL AS THE DATA SET FOR ANY FILE, TYPE IN "//" AND PRESS "ENTER". AT THE TERMINATION OF EXECUTION, ALL REFERENCED DATA SET WILL BE Deselected and kept.

TO PREVENT DEFAULT ASSIGNMENTS, TYPE IN "U" AFTER THE PROGRAM NAME TO BE EXECUTED; SEPARATED FROM THE PROGRAM NAME BY BLANKS OR A COMMA.
THE UHTSS/2 LIBRARY STRUCTURE ALLOWS VARIOUS TYPES OF DATA SETS INCLUDING PARTITIONED DATA SETS, SEQUENTIAL DATA SETS AND DIRECT ACCESS DATA SETS. EACH OF THESE DATA SETS MAY CONTAIN SEVERAL USER LIBRARIES OR THERE MAY BE A ONE TO ONE CORRESPONDENCE. THE ALLOCATION OF THESE DATA SETS IS A FUNCTION OF THE UHTSS/2 MANAGEMENT.

PUBLIC LIBRARIES ARE DATA SETS THAT ARE MAINTAINED BY THE UHTSS/2 SYSTEM AND ARE AVAILABLE TO A LARGE NUMBER OF USERS WITH RELATIVE SECURITY. PRIVATE LIBRARIES ARE DATA SETS MAINTAINED BY THE USERS THEMSELVES AND ARE ALLOCATED IN COOPERATION WITH THE UHTSS/2 GROUP. THE SECURITY OF THESE DATA SETS IS USER DEFINED, EITHER USING THE SYSTEM SCHEME OR PROVIDING THEIR OWN PASSWORD PROCESSOR. GARBAGE COLLECTION ON PRIVATE LIBRARIES IS A RESPONSIBILITY OF THE USER, WHILE GARBAGE COLLECTION ON PUBLIC LIBRARIES IS A RESPONSIBILITY OF UHTSS/2. USERS WITH PRIVATE LIBRARIES MAY USE OPERATING SYSTEMS FUNCTIONS TO MAINTAIN AND UPDATE THEIR FILES IF THESE SYSTEMS FUNCTIONS ARE CAPABLE OF SUCH MAINTENANCE. UHTSS/2 IS NOT REQUIRED TO MAINTAIN COMPATIBILITY WITH ANY PRIVATE FILES, HOWEVER THOSE FILES THAT ARE CURRENTLY UHTSS/2 COMPATIBLE WILL BE COMPATIBLE WITH FUTURE VERSIONS OF UHTSS/2.

EACH USER LIBRARY MAY HAVE ASSOCIATED PROGRAMMER'S LIBRARIES. THE PROGRAMMER'S LIBRARIES MAY CONSIST OF MANY DATA SETS EACH OF WHICH MAY CONTAIN MORE THAN ONE MODULE. THE USUAL CASE IS ONE MODULE PER DATA SET PER PROGRAMMER LIBRARY. EACH MODULE MAY HAVE MORE THAN ONE MEMBER, THIS IS THE CASE FOR A MODULE THAT IS A PDS.
UHTSS/2 DIRECTORY

The directory is a table of contents of all modules within the public library or indicators to these modules providing such information. This facility is required for users since they do not have easy access to the libraries in general. Users must be able to have all data sets associated to their accounts listed yet locking out those who do not have the same account. The user is required to keep track of his private library. UHTSS/2 will not search private libraries in order to maintain their integrity.

UHTSS/2 SYSTEMS LIBRARIES

The two public UHTSS/2 systems libraries are UHTSS/2 LOADLIB, a PDS which contains all UHTSS/2 monitor routines and user's public load modules, and UHTSS/2 USERLIB, a direct access data set which contains user programs in either source or object form and a limited number of user data files (restricted to sequential card image data that is normally passed through the SYSIN data set).

UHTSS/2 LOADLIB

The UHTSS/2 LOADLIB is a partitioned data set, PDS, with a primary allocation of 50 cylinders. Any user may access this library since the LINKEDIT SYSLIB DD card will point to this data set, i.e. the library will be concatenated to LOAD.SYSLIB. This library will be read-only except under special conditions. The special conditions will be governed by the UHTSS/2 management to effectively supervise the load modules and scrupulously recover the update PGM operates by examining the module specified and the options.
THE UHTSS/2 USERLIB IS A DIRECT ACCESS OS DATA SET OF 50 CYLINDERS. ONLY USERS WHO HAVE THE PROPER PASSWORD MAY ACCESS THIS LIBRARY. LOCK-OUT FEATURES LIKE READ-ONLY TO ANY JOB NUMBER OR TO NO OTHER JOB NUMBER OR TO NO OTHER PROGRAMMER NAME WILL BE IMPLEMENTED. ONE PASSWORD SCHEME IS JOB NUMBER CONCATENATED WITH PROGRAMMER NAME CONCATENATED WITH THE MODULE NAME. ADDITIONAL FLAGS WILL BE SET WITHIN THE MODULE TO INDICATE ITS OTHER LOCK-OUT FEATURES. THE ACTUAL STRUCTURE OF THE USERLIB FOLLOWS:

A MODULE IS A LOGICAL RECORD.

A LOGICAL RECORD IS ONE OR MORE PHYSICAL TRACKS OF AN IBM 2314 DISK UNIT, WHICH HAS A DATA TRANSFER RATE OF 111 MS PER TRACK, ASSUMING THE AVERAGE SEEK AND ROTATION TIME. A PHYSICAL TRACK CONTAINS 7200 BYTES. IF THE LOGICAL RECORD CONTAINS MORE THAN A TRACK, A CHAIN POINTER WILL BE SET.


CARD IMAGE IS EXACTLY AS A CARD WOULD APPEAR, 80 BYTES OF EBCDIC INFORMATION.

PRESSDECK IS A COMPRESSION OF AN ACTUAL CARD WITH STRINGS OF THE SAME CHARACTER COMPRESSED INTO 3 BYTES OF CODED INFORMATION.

FREEFORM ALLOWS HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGES TO BE EXPRESSED IN A SIMPLE SYNTAX. THIS FORMAT ALLOWS THE USER SOME INDEPENDENCE OVER HIS TERMINAL DEVICE AND FREES HIM FROM FIXED FORM WHERE COLUMN 7 IS NOT READILY VISIBLE. WHEN A PROGRAM IN FREEFORM IS PASSED TO A COMPILER, UHTSS WILL REFORMAT THE DATA INTO ACCEPTABLE FORMAT, NAMELY PROPER COLUMNS AND SO FORTH. THE FREEFORM SYNTAX IS SPECIFIED IN BACKUS NAUR FORM. NOTE THAT STRING IS ASSUMED TO BE THE CORRECT SEQUENCE OF CHARACTERS ALLOWED BY THE HIGH-LEVEL LANGUAGE.

```plaintext
<LABEL> ::= <NULL> | <STRING> | <LABEL>:<STRING>
<COMMENT> ::= *<STRING>
<STATEMENT> ::= <STRING> | <COMMENT>
<SENTENCE> ::= <LABEL> <STATEMENT>;
<PROGRAM> ::= <SENTENCE> | <PROGRAM> <SENTENCE>
```
SUMMARY OF FLAGS

```
+------------------+
| TYPE             |
+------------------+
|                  |
+------------------+
| SOURCE           |
+------------------+
|                  |
+------------------+
| DATA             |
+------------------+
| OBJECT           |
+------------------+
|                  |
+------------------+
| LANGUAGE         |
+------------------+
|                  |
+------------------+
| FORTRAN          |
+------------------+
| PL/I             |
+------------------+
| ASSEMBLER        |
+------------------+
| FORTRAN          |
+------------------+
| PL/I             |
+------------------+
| ASSEMBLER        |
+------------------+
| FORMAT           |
+------------------+
| pressdeck        |
+------------------+
| free form        |
+------------------+
| cardimage        |
+------------------+
| pressdeck        |
+------------------+
| free form        |
```

UNITSS/2 UPDATE

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE UPDATE PROGRAM ARE INCLUDED IN THE FOLLOWING LIST:

1. INTERROGATE THE INPUT DATA SET WHICH MAY BE A PDS OR AN ISAM FILE.

2. POSITION DATA SET AT A DESIRED LINE NUMBER OR CHARACTER STRING.

3. UTILIZE THE WORK AREA DATA SET TO OPTIMIZE THE OTHER FUNCTIONS.

4. PROVIDE RECOVERY MECHANISMS FOR RETRIEVAL OF FILES AFTER SYSABEND.

5. ADD OR DELETE CHARACTER STRINGS WITHIN THE GIVEN TEXT.

6. OUTPUT TO THE USER RESULTS OF INTERROGATION (HARDCOPY/DISPLAY).

7. EDIT TEXTS BY REPLACING ONE STRING FOR ANOTHER STRING THROUGHOUT THE TEXT.

ACCIDENTAL DELETIONS OF MODULES:

IF A PROGRAM ID IS SPECIFIED, UPDATE PGM ATTACHES IT AND WAITS FOR ITS COMPLETION. NOTE THAT THE PROGRAM MUST RESIDE IN THE LIBRARY SPECIFIED. IF NO LIBRARY IS SPECIFIED, UNITSS/2 LOADLIB IS USED. IF NO PROGRAM ID IS SPECIFIED, THE UPDATE PGM ATTACHES A MODULE WHICH WILL OPTIMIZE THE FUNCTIONS BY USING THE BEST ACCESS METHOD FOR THE GIVEN INPUT DATA SET AND WORK AREA.
MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES

SELECTIVE LOADING ALLOWS THE SOPHISTICATED USER TO SAVE TIME BY ELIMINATING RECOMPILATIONS AND SOFTWARE GENERATION.

SUPPOSE USER X HAS HIS FORTRAN PROGRAM IN SOURCE FORM. THE PROGRAM CONSISTS OF MAIN ROUTINE AND 3 SUBROUTINES, SUB1, SUB2, AND SUB3. NOTE THAT MAIN CALLS SUB1 WHICH CALLS SUB2 WHICH CALLS SUB3 WHICH CALLS MULREG. HE HAS COMPILED ALL OF THE MEMBERS OF THE MODULE AND SAVED THEM IN ANOTHER MODULE, SAY OBJTMOO. BUT MULREG HAS BEEN WRITTEN AND DEBUGGED BY USER Y AND WAS INSERTED INTO THE PUBLIC LIBRARY. ASSUME THAT SUB2 HAS A BUG IN IT. THE PROBLEM IS HOW DOES USER X CORRECT SUB2 AND EXECUTE THE PROGRAM AGAIN.

THE SOLUTION IS GIVEN IN A PROTC-TYPE OF THE COMMAND LANGUAGE. NOTE THAT MULREG IS AUTOMATICALLY LINKED WITH USER X'S PROGRAM.

```
UPDATE 0400.X.FORTMOD.SUB2
   UPDATE SEQUENCE AS REQUIRED.
FORT 0400.X.FORTMOD.SUB2
SAVE 0400.X.OBJTMOO.SUB2
INCLUDE 0400.X.OBJTMOO
ENTRY MAIN
XEQ
```

AN EXTENSION OF THE XEQ COMMAND WILL ALLOW THE USER TO COMPILE, LOAD, AND GO WITH A SINGLE INSTRUCTION. SUPPOSE USER X HAS A MODULE WITH 3 MEMBERS. THE FIRST MEMBER IS THE FORTRAN MAIN PROGRAM IN SOURCE FORM. THE SECOND MEMBER IS A FORTRAN SUBROUTINE IN OBJECT FORM. AND THE THIRD MEMBER IS DATA IN CARD IMAGE FORMAT.

THE INSTRUCTION XEQ MYSUB IS EQUIVALENT TO THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS. LET THE MODULE NAME BE "MYSUB" AND THE MEMBERS BE "MAIN," "SUB," AND "SYSIN." NOTE THAT "SYSIN" WOULD BE AUTOMATICALLY INSERTED INTO THE INPUT STREAM.

```
FORT 0400.X.MYSUB.MAIN
INCLUDE 0400.X.MYSUB.SUB
ENTRY MAIN
XEQ
```
SWITCH NAME IS A TECHNIQUE THAT ALLOWS THE RECOVERY OF MODULES THAT HAVE BEEN DELETED. WHEN AN OLD MEMBER OF A MODULE IS UPDATED, ITS NAME IS CHANGED AND IT IS NOT SCRATCHED. THE NEW MEMBER IS INSERTED WITH THE PROPER NAME. IN THIS MANNER, THE GARBAGE COLLECTOR MAY RECOVER MODULES THAT HAVE BEEN ACCIDENTALLY LOST. A PROBLEM IS THAT AN UNUSUAL AMOUNT OF DEAD SPACE IS CREATED, SO SHOULD THE UHTSS MANAGEMENT ALWAYS SCRATCH OLD MODULES AT THE END OF A STEP, OR SHOULD IT ALWAYS SAVE MODULES UNTIL THE END OF THE JOB.


FOR PRIVATE LIBRARIES, A SIMPLE MECHANISM FOR SECURITY IS TO SPECIFY THE DName TO BE THE SAME NAME OF A PASSWORD PROCESSOR, A LOAD MODULE RESIDING IN UHTSS/2 LOADLIB. WHEN THE USER SPECIFIES THIS DName FOR THE UHTSS/2 ALLOCATOR, THE ALLOCATOR WILL USE THAT DNAME AS THE ENTRY POINT NAME AND ATTACH IT FROM LOADLIB. THE USER PASSWORD PROCESSOR CAN THEN INTERROGATE THE USER AND RETURN HIS STATUS. HE IS EITHER ALLOWED TO USE THE DATA SET ENTIRELY, OR ONLY SOME MEMBERS, OR NOT AT ALL, OR THE SYSTEM SHOULD INVESTIGATE IMMEDIATELY THAT SOMEONE IS ATTEMPTING TO BREAK INTO HIS LIBRARY.

PASSWORD SECURITY SHOULD BE ENFORCED AT THE ALLOCATION OF RESOURCES WHICH SHOULD OCCUR ONLY AT THE INITIALIZATION OF THE JOB, THE USER WOULD NOT ENJOY CONSTANT QUERY OF HIS ABILITY TO USE THE RESOURCES.
APPENDIX:

USER PROGRAMS EXIST IN ONE OF THREE FORMS:

1. **SOURCE FORM** is the card-image input to high-level languages such as FORTRAN and ASSEMBLER.

2. **OBJECT FORM** is the card-image output of high-level languages, i.e., relocatable binary form.

3. **LOAD FORM** is the output of the linkage editor, i.e., a compacted relocatable binary form.

Object or load modules (programs in object or load form) are used to avoid recompilation and are generally debugged routines. The use of these modules will decrease the linkage editor's time. Load modules are the most desired form because they are linked faster, but suffer the disadvantage of requiring direct access allocation.
STRUCTURE OF OS/HVT IMPLEMENTATION

|<-- RECORD 1 -->|<-- RECORD 2 -->|

**CYLINDER 0**
- TRACK 0
- .
- .
- TRACK 19
  - DTFC

**CYLINDER 1**
- TRACK 0
- .
- .
- TRACK 19
  - DTFC

**CYLINDER (N/2)**
- TRACK 0
- .
- .
- TRACK 19
  - DTFC
  - FREE TRACK

**CYLINDER N**
- TRACK 0
- .
- .
- TRACK 19
  - DTFC

|<-- RECORD 1 -->|<-- RECORD 2 -->|
DESCRIPTION OF QS/MVT IMPLEMENTATION

UHTSS USERLIB IS A COLLECTION OF USER LIBRARIES (DATA SETS) FOR THE UHTSS PROJECT. ITS ORGANIZATION IS DIRECT, PARTITIONED, AND INDEXED SEQUENTIAL TO MINIMIZE DISK SEEK TIME, TO REDUCE DISK READ/Writes, AND TO EFFICIENTLY UTILIZE DISK SPACE. IT IS DIRECT BECAUSE ANY MEMBER OF ANY USER LIBRARY IS ACCESSIBLE GIVEN ITS ADDRESS. IT IS PARTITIONED BECAUSE LIBRARIES ARE DIVIDED LOGICALLY WITHIN THE USERLIB. FINALLY, IT IS INDEXED SEQUENTIAL BECAUSE ANY USER MEMBER IS SEQUENTIALLY ORGANIZED WITH A KEY.

THE PHYSICAL ORGANIZATION OF THE UHTSS USERLIB IS NEITHER LIMITED TO ONLY A SET OF CONTIGUOUS CYLINDERS NOR LIMITED TO A SINGLE DISK PACK. UHTSS USERLIB IS ORGANIZED AND SO STRUCTURED THAT IF IT RESIDES ON A DEDICATED DISK PACK, ARM CONTENTION AND SEEK TIMES WILL BE KEPT AT A MINIMUM. THE PRESENT IMPLEMENTATION OF USERLIB IS TO MAKE IT AN QS DIRECT DATA SET WITH HALF TRACK BLOCKS. EACH HALF TRACK BLOCK IS CALLED A LOGICAL TRACK, LT, AND IS CONSECUTIVELY NUMBERED. THE NUMBER OF LOGICAL TRACKS IS FORTY TIMES THE NUMBER OF ALLOCATED CYLINDERS. NOTE THAT ONLY THE PRIMARY EXTENT IS CONSIDERED. THE DISK ADDRESS OF EACH LOGICAL TRACK IS COMPUTABLE FROM THE LOGICAL TRACK NUMBER, LT#; WHILE CYLINDER=LT#/40, TRACK=MOD(LT#,40)/2, AND RECORD=MOD(LT#,2)+1. NOTE: HEREAFTE, DATA SETS WILL REFER TO USER DATA SETS, NOT THE USERLIB DATA SET.

THE MAJOR REASON FOR HALF TRACK RECORDS IS THAT THE UPDATE PROCESS WILL BE COMPLETED IN 1 1/2 REVOLUTIONS; 1/2 REVOLUTION TO READ IT IN, 1/2 REVOLUTION TO UPDATE IN CORE, AND 1/2 REVOLUTION TO WRITE IT OUT AGAIN. THIS IS ABOUT THE FASTEST METHOD OF UPDATING THE DISK GIVEN A SINGLE BUFFER. NOTE TOO, THAT THE HIGH FREQUENCY OF DISK ACTIVITY REQUIRES INFORMATION TO BE WRITTEN IMMEDIATELY IN ORDER TO INSURE RELIABILITY.

TIMING CONSIDERATIONS ON THE IBM 2314:

1) DATA TRANSFER OF 3520 BYTES IS 11.5 MS.
2) MINIMUM SEEK TIME TO AN ADJACENT CYLINDER IS 25 MS.
3) AVERAGE ROTATIONAL DELAY IS 12.5 MS.
4) DESIGN AVERAGE SEEK TIME IS 37.5 MS.
Structure of UMTSS USERLIB

- Directory Table of Contents
  - DP LT | Job/Account Number

- Directory Page, DP
  - PLT | Data Set Name, DSNAME

- Data Set's Primary Logical Track
  - PLT | Last Record's Key of PLT
  - SLT | Last Record's Key of SLT
  - SLTN | Last Record's Key of SLTN

- Data Set's Secondary Logical Track N

- Data Set's Secondary Logical Track 1
DESCRIPTION OF UHS5 USERLIB


THE TREE STRUCTURE OF "USERLIB" IS INDEXED SEQUENTIAL WITH 3 LEVELS OF DIRECTORIES. THE FIRST DIRECTORY, WHICH IS CORE RESIDENT, PARTITIONS THE DATA SETS BY JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER INTO PAGES. THE SECOND DIRECTORY, RESIDING ON DISK, PARTITIONS BY DATA SET NAME BY JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER INTO THE ACTUAL DATA SETS. THE LAST DIRECTORY, CONTAINED WITHIN THE DATA SET ITSELF ON DISK, PARTITIONS THE DATA SET INTO LOGICAL TRACKS.

**DATA BASE STRUCTURE, APRIL 1, 1969**

**STRUCTURE OF DIRECTORY TABLE OF CONTENTS, DLOC**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BLOCK 1</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF WORDS IN BLOCK 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF WORDS IN BLOCK 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF WORDS IN BLOCK 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF WORDS IN BLOCK 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF WORDS IN FREE AREA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BLOCK 2</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER OF LOGICAL TRACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA SET NAME OF LOGICAL TRACK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USER'S (PROGRAMMER'S) NAME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE COUNT OF LOGICAL TRACK WRITES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT/LOCK KEY FOR LOGICAL TRACK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BLOCK 3</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF DIRECTORY PAGES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENGTH OF DIRECTORY PAGE TEXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENGTH OF JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER TEXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENGTH OF SELECT/LOCK KEY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTORY PAGE BLOCK 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTORY PAGE BLOCK N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>BLOCK 4</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NUMBER OF CYLINDERS IN EXTENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENGTH OF FREE CYLINDER TEXT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENGTH OF KEY OF FCB (=0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENGTH OF SELECT/LOCK KEY (=0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE CYLINDER BLOCK 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREE CYLINDER BLOCK N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FREE WORK AREA SPACE.**

**DIRECTORY PAGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEXT INFO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LCGICAL TRACK NUMBER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KEY INFO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAST JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER IN D PAGE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOCK INFO.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SELECT/LOCK KEY (=0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FREE CYLINDER BLOCK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TEXT INFO.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| BIT MAP OF A CYLINDER |
DESCRIPTION OF DIRECTORY TABLE OF CONTENTS, DTOC

THE DTOC PARTITIONS THE USER DATA SETS SO THAT THE DIRECTORY PAGES ARE EVENLY ALLOCATED. USERS OF THE SAME JOB NUMBER WITH MANY DATA SETS ARE ALLOCATED AN ENTIRE DIRECTORY PAGE. THE PARTITIONING ALGORITHM IS A MANAGEMENT DECISION SCHEME.

THE DTOC CONTROLS THE USE OF THE FREE LOGICAL TRACKS, FLT, TO EFFICIENTLY ALLOCATE AND GARBAGE COLLECT. EACH ALLOCATION/COLLECTION CYCLE UPDATES THE DTOC AND THUS REQUIRES THE REWRITING OF THE NEW DTOC ONTO DISK TO INSURE SYSTEMS RELIABILITY.


THE CREATION OF A DATA SET WILL CAUSE AN ALLOCATION OF ONLY THE PRIMARY LT. SECONDARY LTS ARE ALLOCATED ONLY WHEN THEY ARE REQUESTED. IN THIS MANNER THE USERLIB WILL MINIMIZE THE DEAD SPACE/GAS IN EACH USER'S DATA SET.

THE DIRECTORY PAGE BLOCK IS A DESCRIPTOR RECORD WHICH CONTAINS A POINTER TO THE PROPER PAGE TRACK. THIS POINTER IS THE PAGE LOGICAL TRACK NUMBER.

AT THE PRESENT TIME THE DTOCS REQUIRE 2.5% OF THE DATA SET CAPACITY.
### Structure of Directory Page: DP

**Block 1**
- Number of words in block 1
- Number of words in block 2
- Number of words in block 3
- Number of words in block 4
- Number of words in free area

**Block 2**
- Job/account number of logical track
- Data set name of logical track
- User's (programmer's) name
- Use count of logical track writes
- Select/lock key for logical track

**Block 3**
- Number of associated directory pages
- Length of directory page text
- Length of data set name key
- Length of select/lock key (=0)
- Directory page block 1

**Block 4**
- Number of data sets in DP
- Length of data set text
- Length of data set key
- Length of select/lock key
- Data set directory block 1

**Free work area space**

**Data Set Block**

**Text Info.**
- Logical track number of primary LT
- Creation date of data set
- Expiration date of data set
- Last used date of data set
- Use count of data set
- User's (programmer's) name

**Key Info.**
- Job/account number of data set
- Data set name

**Lock Info.**
- Data set selection/lockout key
DESCRIPTION OF DIRECTORY PAGE, DP


THE PHYSICAL LOCATION OF THE DP IS THE CENTER CYLINDER OF USERLIB. THE CENTRAL CYLINDER STRATEGY MINIMIZES THE SEEK TIME FOR USER DATA SETS SINCE THE DP IS ALWAYS ACCESSED FIRST. Thus THE AVERAGE SEEK TIME BECOMES 37.5 MS FOR A DEDICATED PACK.


THE DATA SET DIRECTORY BLOCK IS A DESCRIPTOR RECORD WHICH HAS A POINTER TO THE PRIMARY TRACK OF THE DATA SET. THE DATES IN THE RECORD ALLOW THE MANAGEMENT ROUTINES TO DETERMINE THE STATUS OF THE DATA SET.

AT THE PRESENT TIME, THE DIRECTORY PAGES CONSIST OF 0.9% OF THE DATA SET CAPACITY, ABOUT 1 CYLINDER OUT OF 101 CYLINDERS.

THE ALLOCATION OF JOB/ACCOUNTS TO PAGE TRACKS DEPENDS UPON THE FREQUENCY USE BY THOSE USERS. AT THE PRESENT IT IS ARBITRARILY ASSIGNED. AN ALGORITHM FOR PAGE OVERFLOW MUST BE DEVISED. ONE POSSIBLE STRATEGY IS TO MAKE DATA SET BLOCKS INTO CARD IMAGES AND USE THE TRACK OVERFLOW MECHANISM. BUT THERE ARE PROBLEMS IN POSITIONING THE PAGE TRACKS NEAR THE CENTRAL CYLINDER. THE ASSOCIATED DIRECTORY PAGE BLOCKS WILL BE USED FOR THE OVERFLOW ALGORITHM.
### Structure of UMSS Data Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block 1</th>
<th>Data Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of words in Block 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of words in Block 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of words in Block 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of words in Block 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of words in Free Area</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block 2</th>
<th>Data Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Job/Account number of Logical Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Data Set Name of Logical Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User's (Programmer's) Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use Count of Logical Track Writes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Select/Lock Key for Logical Track</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block 3</th>
<th>Data Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Logical Tracks in Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Length of Logical Track Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Length of Logical Track Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Length of LT Select/Lock Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logical Track Block 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Logical Track Block N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block 4</th>
<th>Data Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Card Images in Module</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Length of Card Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Length of Card Image Key</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Length of Card Image Lock (=0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Card Image 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Card Image N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Free Work Area Space |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LT Block</th>
<th>Data Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pointer to the Logical Track</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key of the Last Card in that LT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Card Image</th>
<th>Data Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual Text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Key for the Text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text Info.</th>
<th>Data Elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Key Info.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DESCRIPTION OF UHSS DATA SET

THE USER DATA SET CONSISTS OF A PRIMARY LT AND PERHAPS SEVERAL NON-CONSECUTIVE SECONDARY LTS. THE PRIMARY LT HAS A LIST OF SECONDARY LTS THAT IS ORDERED BY THE KEY OF THE LAST RECORD OF THE LT. A SEGMENT OF THIS LIST IS RESIDENT WITHIN THE ACTIVE TERMINAL TABLE TO MINIMIZE THE READING OF THE PRIMARY LT FOR THE LT ASSOCIATED WITH THE UPDATE KEY. EACH LT CONTAINS CARD IMAGE RECORDS ORDERED BY THEIR ASSOCIATED KEY.


THE PRIMARY USE OF THE USER DATA SET IS TO STORE USER PROGRAMS IN CARD IMAGE FORM. HOWEVER, A SECONDARY FEATURE PERMITS XPL BINARY PROGRAM IMAGES.
APPENDIX GENERALIZED STRUCTURE FOR LOGICAL TRACKS

* BLOCK 1
  * (MAP BLOCK)
  * NUMBER OF WORDS IN BLOCK 1
  * NUMBER OF WORDS IN BLOCK 2
  * NUMBER OF WORDS IN BLOCK 3
  * NUMBER OF WORDS IN BLOCK 4
  * NUMBER OF WORDS IN FREE AREA

* BLOCK 2
  * (LABELS BLOCK)
  * JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER OF LOGICAL TRACK
  * DATA SET NAME OF LOGICAL TRACK
  * USE COUNT OF LOGICAL TRACK WRITES
  * USER'S (PROGRAMMER'S) NAME
  * SELECT/LOCK KEY FOR LOGICAL TRACK

* BLOCK 3
  * (KEYS BLOCK)
  * NUMBER OF SUB-BLOCKS IN THIS BLOCK
  * LENGTH OF SUB BLOCK TEXT IN WORDS
  * LENGTH OF SUB BLOCK KEY IN WORDS
  * LENGTH OF SUB BLOCK LOCK IN WORDS
  * SUB-BLOCK 1 OF THIS BLOCK
  * SUB-BLOCK M OF THIS BLOCK

* BLOCK 4
  * (TEXTS BLOCK)
  * NUMBER OF SUB-BLOCKS IN THIS BLOCK
  * LENGTH OF SUB BLOCK TEXT IN WORDS
  * LENGTH OF SUB BLOCK KEY IN WORDS
  * LENGTH OF SUB BLOCK LOCK IN WORDS
  * SUB-BLOCK 1 OF THIS BLOCK
  * SUB-BLOCK N OF THIS BLOCK
  * FREE WORK AREA SPACE

* SUB-BLOCK
  * DATA AREA OF THE SUB-BLOCK
  * KEY AREA OF SUB-BLOCK (OPTIONAL)
  * SELECTION/LockOUT AREA (OPTIONAL)
THE MAP BLOCK PROVIDES A MAP OF THE LOGICAL TRACK, I.E. WHERE EACH BLOCK IS LOCATED. THUS THE RELATIVE ADDRESS OF BLOCK 4 IS THE ADDRESS OF BLOCK 1 PLUS THE SUM OF THE NUMBER OF BYTES IN BLOCKS 1, 2 AND 3. USING THIS MAPPING TECHNIQUE, INDIVIDUAL BLOCKS MAY BE EXPANDED OR CONTRACTED WITHOUT AFFECTING THE OTHER BLOCK ADDRESSES.

THE LABELS BLOCK PROVIDES INFORMATION ABOUT THE LOGICAL TRACK ITSELF. IT ASSOCIATES THE LOGICAL TRACK TO A JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER AND A DATA SET NAME. FOR SYSTEM LOGICAL TRACKS, THE DATA SET NAMES ARE "DTCC" OR "D PAGE". IT ALSO PROVIDES INFORMATION REGARDING THE NUMBER OF TIMES THE LOGICAL TRACK HAS BEEN WRITTEN.

THE KEYS BLOCK PROVIDES A LIST OF KEYS AND ASSOCIATED POINTERS FOR DATA CHAINING. THE POINTERS ARE LOGICAL TRACK NUMBERS.


IMPORTANT NOTE

THIS LOGICAL TRACK HAS BEEN ORGANIZED IN WORDS EVEN THOUGH THERE IS AN OBVIOUS INEFFECTIVENESS IN STORAGE USAGE. IT IS MORE IMPORTANT TO GAIN SPEED IN COMPUTATION THAN MINIMIZING STORAGE.

EXTENSIONS TO THE LIBRARY

IF MORE THAN ONE DISK PACK IS AVAILABLE, IT IS EASY TO TREAT THE LIBRARY AS ONE GARGANTUAN DISK PACK WITH A TABLE TO TRANSLATE THE LT#S TO THE APPROPRIATE DISK PACKS. THIS SCHEME IS EQUIVALENT TO SOFTWARE PAGING TECHNIQUES.

IF MORE CORE IS AVAILABLE, THEN THE DISK READS SHOULD BE BUFFERED. ANY OPERATION UPON THE TRACK WOULD, HOWEVER, REQUIRE IMMEDIATE DISK WRITES. AGAIN, THIS IS TO INCREASE RELIABILITY.

THE CARD IMAGES MAY BE "PRESSED-DECK" TO SOME DEGREE. ESSENTIALLY THE TRAILING BLANKS COULD BE DELETED. THIS EXTENSION WILL INCREASE THE STORAGE CAPACITY OF THE DISK FILE AND NOT SIGNIFICANTLY DECREASE THE USUAL PROCESSING. THE MAJOR DESIRE FOR SUCH AN IMPLEMENTATION IS TO DECREASE THE NUMBER OF CHARACTERS TO BE TYPED BY THE TELLYTYPES. TO THIS END, THE KEY BLOCK SHOULD PRECEDE THE TEXT BLOCK.

IT IS NOW CLEAR THAT THE USE OF POINTERS WITHIN THE TRACK IS FEASIBLE IF IT WOULD DECREASE DATA MOVEMENT AND THE ADDED EXPENSE OF 2 BYTES PER RECORD IS NOT PROHIBITIVE. IN FACT ONE COULD PROBABLY KEEP VARIABLE LENGTH RECORDS WITH POINTERS. AT TRACK OVERFLOW TIME, A GARBAGE COLLECTOR WOULD BE EMPLOYED. HOWEVER, TO IMPLEMENT SUCH AN INITIAL DESIGN IS TOO COMPLICATED A TASK CONSIDERING THE MAGNITUDE OF THE OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE LIBRARY MANAGEMENT. IT IS CERTAINLY EASIER TO DEVELOP THE EDIT AND DATA MANAGEMENT Routines FIRST KNOWING THAT ONE IS PLAYING WITH CARD IMAGES.
TRACK MANAGEMENT

ALLOCATION OF LOGICAL TRACKS

THE FREE LOGICAL TRACKS ARE KEPT IN A POOL IN ORDER TO
ALLOCATE THEM IN THE MOST EFFICIENT MANNER. SINCE THE
ALLOCATION SCHEME POSITIONS THE TRACKS NEAR THE CENTRAL
CYLINDER, ALL THE DATA SETS WILL BE CLUSTERED ABOUT THE
CENTRAL CYLINDER. THEN THE AVERAGE SEEK TIME WILL BE NEAR
MINIMUM.

1. EXAMINE THE CORE TABLE'S FREE CYLINDER BLOCK.
2. FIND A CYLINDER NEAR TO THE CENTRAL CYLINDER.
3. EXAMINE THE BIT MAP OF THE FREE LTS IN THE CYLINDER
   BLOCK.
4. TAKE THE FIRST FREE LT AND INDICATE THAT IT'S
   ALLOCATED.
5. SIGNAL THAT THE DTOC MUST BE REWRITTEN.

COLLECTION OF FREE LOGICAL TRACKS

THE COLLECTION OF FREE TRACKS USUALLY OCCURS DURING THE
LOGICAL TRACK UNDERFLOW CONDITION. HOWEVER UTILITY PROGRAM
WILL ALSO PERFORM THIS GARBAGE COLLECTION TO ELIMINATE
UNUSED OR EXPIRED DATA SETS.

1. EXAMINE THE CORE TABLE'S FREE CYLINDER BLOCK.
2. DETERMINE THE CYLINDER NUMBER FROM THE LT NUMBER.
3. DETERMINE THE TRACK NUMBER FROM THE LT NUMBER.
4. DETERMINE THE RECORD NUMBER FROM THE LT NUMBER.
5. GET THE CYLINDER BLOCK CORRESPONDING TO THE
   COMPUTED CYLINDER NUMBER.
6. SET THE APPROPRIATE BIT TO INDICATE THAT IT IS
   FREE.
7. INDICATE THAT THE DTOC MUST BE REWRITTEN.
LOGICAL TRACK OVERFLOW

When an inserted card fills the logical track to capacity, a logical track overflow condition exists. The LT must then be reorganized to allow further expansion. This reorganization requires only 4 disk reads/writes. The process requires the following steps.

1. Save the last 15 cards of the filled track.
2. Write out the updated track.
3. Get the primary logical track.
4. Get a free logical track.
5. Update the chaining information.
6. Write out the PLT.
7. Create a new FLT image in the buffer.
8. Insert the saved 15 cards.
9. Write out the new track.

LOGICAL TRACK UNDERFLOW

When the result of a deletion request leaves one or no card in a track, a logical track underflow condition exists. If the track is empty, it is simply freed back to the system and removed for the primary track directory. For the other case (only a card left), either the first or the last card is inserted into the next logical track after the track is freed to the system.
DATA SET MANAGEMENT

MULTI DATA SET ALLOCATION

```
| DSNODE               | ←- | NULL                |
| NEXT DSNODE          | ←- |                     |
| NEXT DSNODE          | ←- |                     |
| DSNODE               | ←- |                     |
| NEXT DSNODE          | ←- |                     |
| DSPNTR               | ←- |                     |
| DSHEAD               | ←- |                     |
| SURF TABLE           | ←- |                     |
```

SIGN HEAD

----------------------------------------
MULTI-DATA-SET ALLOCATION

The multi-data-set allocation scheme provides the swapping program the ability to access more than one data set. It accomplishes this function by allocating a data set control block, DSNODE, for each data set. The DSNODEs contain the information required to process a data set, namely the data set name, primary logical track number, the secondary logical track number, and the appropriate keys.

At initialization, a list of free DSNODEs is created with FREEHEAD as the access pointer. Then each terminal in the system is allocated a DSNODE.

Whenever a "SELECT" or "CREATE" command is issued from "SMON", a new DSNODE is obtained from the free DSNODE list and stacked onto that terminal's list. Each terminal has a pointer to the head of DSNODE stack, DSHEAD, and a pointer to the current DSNODE, DSPNTR. When the data sets are no longer required, all DSNODEs except the last one in the stack is removed and returned to the free DSNODE list.
MULTI DATA SET ALLOCATION

FREE DSNODE LIST

FREEHEAD

DSNODE

NEXT FREE DSNODE

DSNODE

NEXT FREE DSNODE

DSNODE

NEXT FREE DSNODE

NULL <--
SELECTION PROCESS

THE SELECTION PROCESS ALLOWS THE USER TO ACCESS THE UHTSS LIBRARY. THE APPROPRIATE ENTRIES IN THE UHTSS TABLES WILL INDICATE THAT FACT.

1. EXAMINE THE CORE TABLE'S DIRECTORY PAGE BLOCK.
2. USING THE JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER, OBTAIN THE ASSOCIATED DP ENTRY.
3. FROM THE ASSOCIATED DP ENTRY, OBTAIN THE LT# OF THE DP.
4. READ IN THE ASSOCIATED DIRECTORY PAGE.
5. USING THE JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER AND THE DATA SET NAME, OBTAIN THE ASSOCIATED DATA SET BLOCK.
6. FROM THE ASSOCIATED DATA SET BLOCK, OBTAIN THE PRIMARY LT# OF THE DATA SET.
7. FILL THE UHTSS TABLES WITH THE APPROPRIATE INFORMATION.
8. UPDATE THE CURRENT DATE FIELD AND WRITE IT BACK OUT.
9. ISSUE WARNING IF CURRENT DATE IS GREATER THAN EXPIRATION DATE.
10. POSITION THE DATA SET TO THE FIRST RECORD ON THE DATA SET. (SKIP THIS IF THE DATA SET IS LOADABLE.)

CREATION PROCESS

THE CREATION PROCESS INVOLVES THE CREATION OF A FREE TRACK IMAGE IN THE BUFFER AND WRITING IT OUT. THE DIRECTORY PAGE IS ALSO UPDATED.

SCRATCH PROCESS

SCRATCHING WRITES A FREE TRACK IMAGE ONTO DISK FOR EACH LT TRACK. THEN THE ENTRY IN THE DIRECTORY PAGE IS DELETED.
LOADABLE DATA SET

A LOADABLE DATA SET, LDS, IS AN USER DATA SET IN THE UHTSS LIBRARY WHICH CONTAINS THE XPL GENERATED CORE IMAGE OF A LOAD MODULE. EACH TRACK OF THE DATA SET CONTAINS 3000 BYTES OF THE CORE IMAGE. THE FIRST TRACK CONTAINS A CONTROL BLOCK OF 60 BYTES.

THE GENERATION OF A LDS REQUIRES THAT THE COMPILER GENERATE THE ENTIRE DATA SET IN CORE WITH THE CONTROL BLOCK. THE CODE MUST BE RELOCATABLE. THE COMPILER THEN ISSUES THE LINK COMMAND, WHICH SELECTS A DATA SET. UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THE COMMAND, THE "DAOL" COMMAND WITH A KEY IS ISSUED TO WRITE OUT THE DATA SET.

THE FUNCTION OF "DAOL" IS TO WRITE OUT BLOCKS OF CORE IMAGES ONTO DISK. THE USER MUST GIVE A KEY IN THE COMMAND FOR THAT BLOCK OF CORE CORRESPONDING TO "AREALOC". NOTE THAT NOT ONLY CORE IMAGES BUT BLOCKED CARD IMAGES MAY BE WRITTEN. "DAOL" ACTS EXACTLY LIKE "INSERT", NAMELY ADDS A NEW LOGICAL TRACK IF THE KEY DOES NOT EXIST AND REPLACES IT OTHERWISE.

ACCESSING DATA SETS

IN ORDER FOR THE USER PROGRAM TO READ A DATA SET, HE MUST FIRST DECIDE HOW HE IS GOING TO ACCESS THE RECORDS. CURRENTLY, DATA SETS ARE READ ONLY FOR BOTH COMPILER INPUT AND INPUTTING COMPILERS. THUS THE DATA SET MUST BE SELECTED IN ORDER TO OBTAIN THE PRIMARY LOGICAL TRACK ADDRESS. SINCE INPUTTING COMPILERS AND COMPILER INPUT ARE SPECIAL KINDS OF REQUESTS THE LINK COMMAND PERFORMS THE SELECT AND STUFFS THE SURF BUFFER WITH SOME CONTROL INFORMATION. THE MOST INFORMATION IN THE SURF BUFFER IS MEANINGLESS FOR COMPILER INPUT WHILE SOME OF THE DATA IS MEANINGFUL FOR INPUTTING COMPILERS. THE CONTROL INFORMATION IS DISCUSSED IN THE CONTROL RECORD FORMAT SECTION.

THE MOST EFFICIENT METHOD OF READING IN A DATA SET IS TO READ IN LOGICAL TRACKS. FOR INPUTTING COMPILERS, A LOGICAL TRACK IS 3000 BYTE OF CODE. BUT FOR COMPILER INPUT, A LOGICAL TRACK CONTAINS SEVERAL CARD IMAGES, I.E. IT IS ESSENTIALLY A VARIABLE NUMBER OF CARD IMAGES (80 BYTES). THUS THE TARGET AREA SPECIFIED IN AREALOC MUST BE 3536 BYTES, 3520 FOR THE BLOCKED RECORDS AND 16 BYTES FOR THE BLOCK CONTROL INFORMATION (NUMBER OF CARDS IN THE TRACK AND OTHER DATA). TO ADD SOME FLEXIBILITY THE LOAD COMMAND MUST INCLUDE THE INDEX, WHERE INDEX TELLS WHICH LOGICAL TRACK IS TO BE READ. NOTE THAT INDEX RANGES FROM 0 TO #SUBBLOCKS-1. THUS TO READ IN A COMPILER, ONE MUST ISSUE AS MANY LOADS AS THERE ARE LOGICAL TRACKS. AREALOC MUST BE INCREMENTED EVERY TIME. TO READ IN COMPILER INPUT, THERE IS AN ADDITIONAL COMPLEXITY, I.E. THE USER MUST DEBLOCK THE RECORDS USING THE BLOCK CONTROL INFORMATION.
CONTROL RECORD FORMAT

THE CONTROL BLOCK HAS THE FOLLOWING FORMAT:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WORD</th>
<th>CONTENTS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>NUMBER OF BYTES OF FULL PROGRAM CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NUMBER OF BYTES OF FULL DATA CODE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NUMBER OF PROGRAM RECORDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NUMBER OF DATA RECORDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NUMBER OF BYTES IN A RECORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NUMBER OF BYTES IN THE LAST PROGRAM RECORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>NUMBER OF BYTES IN THE LAST DATA RECORD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NUMBER OF LOGICAL TRACKS IN THE DATASET.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(AUGMENTED ONLY DURING THE LINK COMMAND)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>NUMBER OF BYTES OF PROGRAM CODE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WORDS 0 TO 6 ARE GENERATED BY THE XPL COMPILER AND ARE NOT MANIPULATED BY TSS-LIBRARY. WORD 8 IS STUFFED INTO THE SURF BUFFER ONLY FOR THE LINK COMMAND. IT DOES NOT EXIST ON THE DATA SET. WORD 9 IS GENERATED BY TSS-LIBRARY AND GIVES THE RELATIVE ADDRESS OF THE START OF THE DATA AREA FOR USE BY SMON.
JOB MANAGEMENT

TSS-LIBRARY QUEUE PROCESSING

TSS-LIBRARY QUEUE MAY HAVE MORE THAN ONE REQUEST AT ANY TIME. EACH REQUEST MAY REQUIRE EITHER SINGLE SERVICE OR MULTIPLE SERVICE. THE NEW DESIGN PHILOSOPHY IS TO PROCESS ALL REQUESTS AS SINGLE SERVICE IN A ROUND ROBIN FASHION. THE REASONS FOR THIS DESIGN IS PRIMARILY TO GIVE EQUITABLE TREATMENT TO REQUESTS (AND THEREFORE THE USERS) AND SECONDARILY TO GIVE SOME PSYCHOLOGICAL REASSURANCE TO THE USER.

THIS ROUND ROBIN APPROACH IS THE SAME AS TIME SLICES IN THE LARGER SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT. THUS A USER WHOSE REQUEST IS QUEUED AFTER FIVE OTHERS WILL RECEIVE SOME SERVICE AFTER PROCESSING THE FIFTH SERVICE REQUEST. THIS APPROACH DIFFERS RADICALLY FROM THE INITIAL DESIGN WHICH WAS A FIFO QUEUE WHERE THERE WAS NO DISTINCTION BETWEEN SINGLE SERVICE AND MULTIPLE SERVICE REQUESTS. FOR SINGLE SERVICE REQUESTS FIFO OR ROUND ROBIN PROCESSING IS EQUIVALENT. HOWEVER, FOR MULTIPLE SERVICE REQUESTS, THE "ROUND ROBIN" APPROACH LETS THE USER KNOW EVERY SO OFTEN (DEPENDS ON THE QUEUE LENGTH) THAT HIS REQUEST IS BEING SERVICED, THUS REASSURING HIM THAT HE IS STILL ACTIVE WITHIN THE SYSTEM.

THERE IS STILL A MINIMUM INEFFICIENCY IN THE ROUND ROBIN APPROACH WITHIN THE TSS-LIBRARY ENVIRONMENT. THIS ENVIRONMENT MUST NOW READ IN THE PRIMARY LOGICAL TRACK TO DETERMINE WHICH SECONDARY LOGICAL TRACK IS TO BE OPERATED UPON. THUS THERE ARE ADDITIONAL DISK READS EVERY TIME A REQUEST IS SERVICED. THE FIFO SCHEME COULD SAVE THE NECESSARY INFORMATION AND THUS ELIMINATE MOST OF THE READING OF THE PRIMARY TRACKS.


FINALY, THERE IS ANOTHER COMPLICATION, I.E. THE HASP SUBMISSION. THE ROUND ROBIN APPROACH CANNOT BE USED SINCE IT WOULD INTERPERSONAL ONE USER'S JCL WITH ANOTHER'S JCL. FOR THIS CASE, ONLY ONE USER IS PROCESSED WHILE THE OTHER HASP REQUESTS ARE PASSED OVER. THUS WITHIN THE ROUND ROBIN STRUCTURE THERE IS A SINGLE SERVER SUBQUEUE.
When TSS-LIBRARY has satisfied the request, it posts the completion of its task and TMON removes the element from the queue. "QUEUE1" points to the first request while "QUEUE2" to the last. In the SURF table for a terminal there is a pointer to the next request in the TSS-LIBRARY QUEUE. When the pointer is negative, TSS-LIBRARY has reached the end of the queue and proceeds to reprocess the queue from the beginning till all requests have been satisfied. When all requests have been satisfied, TSS-LIBRARY will wait until TMON gives it more work.
LIBRARY MANAGEMENT ALGORITHMS, NOVEMBER 7, 1969

BATCHING PROCESSING

THE NUMBER OF SERVICES UHTSS OFFERS IS LIMITED. IN ORDER TO UTILIZE THE FULL CAPABILITY OF THE OPERATING SYSTEM, UHTSS PROVIDES A METHOD OF SUBMITTING JOBS TO THE BATCH PROCESSOR VIA THE TERMINALS.

THE HASP SYSTEM PROVIDES AN INTERNAL READER WHICH IS ALLOCATED USING A DD CARD ESSENTIALLY IT IS A PSUEDO CARD READER BEHAVING TO HASP AS AN ORDINARY CARD READER.

THE HASP COMMAND ROUTES THE CARDS TO THE INTERNAL READER. THESE CARDS HOWEVER MUST HAVE THE PROPER JCL CARDS I JUST LIKE A NORMAL JOB SUBMITTED TO THE CARD READER. BOTH THE PRINT AND PUNCH COMMANDS GENERATE THE PROPER JCL FOR THE USER USING THE SYSTEM DEFAULTS. NOTE THAT ALL */** CARDS ARE REPLACED BY *** CARDS.

USING THE BATCH VERSION OF THE TSS LIBRARY PROGRAM

ALL COMMANDS FOR THE SYSTEM ARE PUNCHED ON CARDS IN EXACTLY THE SAME FORMAT AS ON THE CONSOLES. ALL REPLIES BY THE SYSTEM ARE PRINTED OUT. DISPLAY IS THE SAME AS PRINT. THE FORMAT OF THE POSTING IS THE TERMINAL NUMBER (ALWAYS 0), THE CURRENT DATA SET NAME (MAY BE BLANK), THE CURRENT TIME OF DAY IN BINARY IN TERMS OF HUNDREDTHS OF A SECOND, AND A MESSAGE. THE MESSAGE MAY BE THE COMMAND TO BE EXECUTED, THE RESPONSE OF THE SYSTEM (*:.....), A STATUS REPORT (SELECT: DATA SET SELECTED PROPERLY), AN ERROR MESSAGE (CREATE: DUPLICATE NAME .....), OR FINALLY THE REQUEST SATISFIED MESSAGE WITH THE CURRENT I/O COUNT.

NOTE: ONLY COMMANDS TO THE LIBRARY PROGRAM ARE RECOGNIZED. YOU CANNOT EXECUTE A PROGRAM BUT YOU MAY HASP A DATA SET. THE BATCH VERSION WILL TERMINATE ON ANY ERROR EXCEPT END OF DATA SET.

NOTE: THE COST OF USING THE BATCH VERSION IS COMPUTED AS A NORMAL BACKGROUND JOB. THE UHTSS/2 ACCOUNTING SCHEME DOES NOT APPLY. DEPENDING UPON THE APPLICATION THE REGION SIZE AND I/O COUNTS MAY BE SIGNIFICANT.

FIRST LINE PRINTED BY THE BATCH VERSION INFORMS YOU AS TO THE SIZE OF THE DYNAMIC AREA AVAILABLE TO DAOL/LAOL. IT MUST BE LARGER THAN YOUR XPL FORMATTED DATA SET. OTHERWISE THE PROGRAM TERMINATES. THIS DYNAMIC AREA IS A FUNCTION OF THE REGION SIZE OF THE STEP. THE BATCH VERSION TAKES ABOUT 90K TO EXECUTE. IF YOU WISH TO LOAD/LAOL, YOU MUST ADD THE APPROPRIATE AMOUNT TO 90K.
TO CREATE A LOADABLE DATA SET ON THE TIME SHARING FILE, THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS MUST BE EXECUTED:

1) HI ####### 'PROGRAMMER NAME'
   (NOTE THAT ####### IS YOUR JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER. AT THE MOMENT THE SYSTEMS JOB/ACCOUNT NUMBER IS 00000000)

2) CREATE 'DATA SET NAME'
   THE DATA SET NAME IS THE NAME OF THE PROGRAM YOU WANT TO EXECUTE.

3) DAGL 'DATA SET NAME'
   YOUR LOADABLE DATA SET MUST BE IN XPL FORM ON INPUTZ. THE DOCARD MUST REDEFINE THE DATA SET TO BE DCB=(RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, BLKSIZE=7200)

NOTE: THE APPROPRIATE MESSAGES WILL INFORM YOU OF THE COMPLETION OF EACH REQUEST AND THE PROPER EXECUTION OF EACH REQUEST.
SOURCE LAYOUTS

TMON/LIBRARY SOURCE LAYOUT

--- REAL THING -------

***** MONITOR **********
* CALL SEABASS *

***** SEABASS **********
* IDENTIFY LIBRARY *
* ATTACH LIBRARY *

--- SURF AREA -------

--- LIBRARY PROGRAM -------

*************************
* DATA AREA *

*************************
* PROGRAM AREA *

--- TMON PROGRAM -------

CALL MONITOR (PARAMETERS);

--- MAIN PROGRAM -------

CALL TMON;

THE DIAGRAM DETAILS THE PROGRAM STRUCTURE OF TMON/LIBRARY. THE REAL THING IS A LOAD MODULE OF ASSEMBLY PROGRAMS. THE REST ARE WRITTEN IN XPL. THE SURF AREA IS A COLLECTION OF DECLARATIONS. SIMILARLY THE DATA AREA OF THE LIBRARY PROGRAM IS JUST DECLARATIONS. BOTH TMON AND LIBRARY ARE INTERNAL PROCEDURES TO THE MAIN PROGRAM WITH THE SURF AREA GLOBAL TO ALL THREE PROGRAMS.
THE PROCESS OF VITALIZING THE LIBRARY PROGRAM HAS THE FOLLOWING STEPS:

A) THE MAIN PROGRAM CALLS TMON.

B) AFTER TMON Initializes HIS AREAS, HE CALLS THE MONITOR AND ALSO PASSES A PARAMETER LIST (ONE SUCH PARAMETER IS THE ADDRESS OF TSS_LIBRARY).

C) THE MONITOR (AN ASSEMBLY PROGRAM) CALL SEABASS (ALSO IN ASSEMBLY).

D) SEABASS PROCEEDS TO "IDENTIFY" LIBRARY AND "ATTACHES" THE PROGRAM. THIS PROCESS MAKES LIBRARY KNOWN TO OS/MVT AS A TASK AND EXECUTES IT AS SUCH.

E) EVENTUALLY LIBRARY IS EXECUTED AS A TASK AND SPRINGS TO LIFE.
THE SURF AREA CONSISTS OF LITERALS, ECBs, QUEUES, SURF, AND THE DSNODE AREA. THESE DATA ELEMENTS ARE THE ONLY GLOBALS REQUIRED FOR COMMUNICATION BETWEEN TMON AND LIBRARY.
SURF AREA SOURCE LAYOUT

THE LITERALS ENABLE THE SYSTEM PROGRAMS TO REFER TO ELEMENTS OF SURF AND DSNODE IN A STRAIGHT-FORWARD MANNER. IT PARALLELS THE USE OF DSECTS OF ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE OR PREPROCESSOR STATEMENTS OF PL/I. NOTE THAT THE OBJECT CODE IS NOT OPTIMIZED BY THE USE OF SUCH MACROS.

THE ECBS PROVIDE SYNCHRONIZATION OF TASKS (NAMELY TMON, LIBRARY, AND IOCONTRL). IN TIME THE NAMING CONVENTION WILL BE REGULARIZED TO REFLECT PROGRAMS, NOT PROGRAMMERS.

THERE ARE THREE QUEUES IN THE OVERALL SYSTEM. TMON MAINTAINS EACH ONE FOR THE SUBSIDIARY TASKS, IOCONTRL, SMON, AND LIBRARY. THESE QUEUES ARE JUST THE HEAD AND TAIL POINTERS TO SURF BLOCKS WHICH ARE LINKED IN THE APPROPRIATE MANNER.

SURF, THE SYSTEM USER'S FILE IS AN ARRAY OF CONTROL BLOCKS. EACH TERMINAL IS ASSIGNED A BLOCK WHICH CONTAINS ALL THE PERTINENT INFORMATION TO PROVIDE SERVICE TO THAT TERMINAL. THE SIZE HAS BEEN DECLARED TO BE 500 WORDS. HOWEVER, THERE ARE CURRENTLY ONLY 6 TERMINALS DEFINED WITH 65 WORDS PER BLOCK. THUS SOME AREA OF CORE IS UNUSED. FROM AN AESTHETIC POINT OF VIEW, SURF BLOCKS SHOULD BE DYNAMIC, LIKE MAIN STORAGE TO HANDLE TRANSIENT TERMINALS.

ON THE OTHER HAND, DSNODE IS MORE DYNAMIC. PRESENTLY IT CAN HANDLE 40 DATA SET NODES (A DSNODE IS 20 WORDS AND THE AREA IS 800 WORDS). SURF CONTAINS POINTERS TO THE DSNODES (ACTUALLY ONLY INDICES). THERE IS A STACK ALLOCATION/COLLECTION MECHANISM THAT MANAGES THIS AREA.
There are four major global areas within the library program. The first global area consists of variables with initial values and a set of mapping arrays. In fact, if there were more macro space in the XPL compiler, most of the variables would be literals. The mapping arrays contain structural information regarding either disk buffer areas (buff or table but not both).
LIBRARY DATA AREA SOURCE LAYOUT

THE SECOND GLOBAL AREA IS A TRANSIENT AREA, BUFF, FOR THE DISK OPERATIONS. CURRENTLY IT IS 3524 BYTES EVEN THOUGH THE RECORD SIZE IS 3520. THE EXTRA FOUR BYTES ARE FOR KICKS.

THE LAST TWO GLOBAL AREAS ARE OVERLAPPED. THE RESIDENT AREA, 'ABLE', IS INITIALIZED WITH THE CURRENT DTOC. AFTER INITIALIZATION THE AREA IS NEVER READ INTO AGAIN. OCCASIONALLY THE DTOC IS WRITTEN OUT, BUT NEVER READ IN THEREAFTER. CURRENTLY THE DTOC CONTAINS LESS THAN 400 WORDS BUT THE BUFFER AREA IS 800 WORDS. IN ORDER TO UTILIZE THIS SPACE, THE LAST GLOBAL AREA IS OVERLAYER ON TO THE FULL TABLE BUFFER. THIS AREA CONTAINS WORK AREAS, PADDING AND FREE_IMAGE.

THE WORK AREA CANNOT BE INITIALIZED SINCE IT IS OVERLAY DURING INITIALIZATION. PADDING IS AN AREA TO INSURE THAT THE DISK RECORD DOES NOT OVERRUN SOME OTHER AREA. FREE_IMAGE IS THE DISK IMAGE OF A FREE LOGICAL TRACK (IT IS CORE RESIDENT TO REDUCE DISK READS).
THE SUBROUTINE STRUCTURE IS SIMPLE SINCE XPL REQUIRES THAT PROCEDURES MUST EXIST BEFORE THEY ARE REFERENCED. THERE ARE VERY FEW INTERNAL PROCEDURES. MOST OF THE ROUTINES ARE CLUSTERED TO REFLECT SIMILAR FUNCTIONS; HOWEVER, THE ORDERING IS MAINLY HISTORICAL.
SUBROUTINE COMPONENTS

INITIALIZATION

There are three phases for initialization. The first phase is a one-shot execution, i.e. it occurs only at the start of the program and is never executed again. The other phases occur during every request for service.

At the first call to the library system, the routine "initialize" is called to find the current Dtoc and read it into the core table, supply the proper address required throughout the program, and to save the free logical track image in core for later use. It also creates a free Dsnode list and allocates a node to each surf terminal.

At every request a list of addresses must be calculated. One phase initializes pointers that depend upon "termad" for surf fields. The other phase initializes pointers for the Dsnodes which depend upon "ospntr".

OVERLAYS

In order to save core storage, variables not used during initialization or variables not initialized are declared after "table". "Table" is the buffer area for the Dtoc, which must be 3520 bytes. But only about 1600 bytes is used for the Dtoc which is read in only once during initialization. The other 1920 bytes can be effectively used for other variables. Note that "padding" is an array that assures that the aggregate size of "table", the other variables, and "padding" is greater than 3520.
COMMAND PROCESSING

The major routine that deals with command processing is "PARSING" which deals with a command syntax that follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{<COMMAND>} & : = \text{<COMMAND LIST> | <COMMAND LIST> ;} \\
\text{<COMMAND LIST>} & : = \text{<COMMAND HEAD>}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{<COMMAND HEAD>} & : = \text{<COMMAND OPTION>}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{<COMMAND OPTION>} & : = \text{<POSITIONAL OPTION>}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{<COMMAND OPTION>} & : = \text{<KEYWORD OPTION>}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{<POSITIONAL OPTION>} & : = \text{<OPTION>}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{<KEYWORD OPTION>} & : = \text{<KEYWORD> = <OPTION>}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{<DELIMITER>} & : = \text{<BLANK> | <COMMA>}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{<OPTION>} & : = \text{<STRING OF CHARACTERS WITHOUT BLANKS>}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{<OPTION>} & : = \text{"<STRING OF CHARACTERS WITH BLANKS>"}
\end{align*}
\]

P.S. THE STANDARD PROBLEM OF APOSTROPHES OCCURS. TO REPRESENT THEM USE TWO SUCCESSIVE APOSTROPHES, I.E. "".

IT IS IMPORTANT TO NOTE THAT IN THE COMMAND PROCESSING, THE FIRST CALL TO "PARSING" IS A DUMMY BECAUSE "TMON" HAS ALREADY DECODED THE COMMAND. THE FUNCTION OF THE FIRST CALL IS TO SET UP THE PROPER "IMAGE".

THE "PARSING" ROUTINE IS THE MOST IMPORTANT ROUTINE BECAUSE IT DOES ALL THE ANALYZING OF THE COMMAND SYNTAX. THE ROUTINE REQUIRES THAT THE GLOBAL VARIABLE "IMAGE" BE FILLED WITH THE COMMAND STRING, "BUFFER". AT EACH CALL TO "PARSING", TWO ANSWERS ARE RETURNED VIA GLOBALS "KEYWORD" AND "OPTION". THE ROUTINE IS CALLED AS MANY TIMES AS REQUIRED TO PROCESS ALL THE OPTIONS. NOTE THAT THE COMMAND ITSELF MUST BE VIEWED AS AN OPTION. ALSO THE "IMAGE" IS REPLACED WITH THE REMAINDER OF THE COMMAND STRING. SO A COMMAND THAT HAS TWO OPTIONS WILL HAVE 3 CALLS TO "PARS". FINALLY THE ROUTINE IS A FUNCTION TO INDICATE END OF PROCESSING, I.E. EITHER THE SEMI-COLON WAS ENCOUNTERED OR COLUMN 80. THE RETURN IS FALSE FOR THE END OF PROCESSING SIGNAL.
RECORD POSITIONING

THE TWO METHODS OF RECORD POSITIONING ARE RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE. BOTH METHODS MUST DEAL WITH THE STRUCTURE OF THE DATA SET UNDER UHTSS.

ABSOLUTE POSITIONING REQUIRES COUNTING THE RECORDS IN THE DATA SET STARTING FROM THE BEGINNING. SINCE NEITHER THE UHTSS TABLES NOR THE LIBRARY STRUCTURE HAS THE CURRENT RECORD NUMBER, THE PRIMARY LT MUST BE ACCESSED TO SEQUENTIALLY COUNT THE NUMBER OF RECORDS IN THE DATA SET. THIS INVOLVES ACCESSING EACH SECONDARY LT FOR THE INFORMATION. EACH LT HAS THE NUMBER OF RECORDS IN IT BUT THERE IS NO FIELD IN THE PLT'S ASSOCIATED LT BLOCK FOR THIS NUMBER (IT WOULD DOUBLE THE NUMBER OF ACCESSES TO THE DISK IN ORDER TO KEEP THE FILES UPDATED).

THE RELATIVE METHOD USES THE RECORD KEY TO FIND THE POSITION OF THE RECORD. THE KEY IS SEARCHED THROUGH THE ASSOCIATED LT TABLES TO FIND THE PROPER SECONDARY LT. THEN THAT TRACK IS READ IN AND THE KEY IS AGAIN USED TO FIND ITS POSITION WITHIN THE TRACK.

COMPARING BOTH METHODS, THE RELATIVE METHOD IS SUPERIOR TO THE ABSOLUTE METHOD. THE FORMER METHOD REQUIRES ONLY TWO ACCESSES WHILE THE LATTER METHOD REQUIRES AT LEAST TWO AND POSSIBLY MANY MORE IF THE RECORD IS NEAR THE END OF A LARGE DATA SET. THE TRADE-OFFS ARE SIMILAR TO SEQUENTIAL PROCESSING VERSUS RANDOM PROCESSING.
BLOCK MANAGEMENT

THE MOST IMPORTANT ROUTINES TO THE LIBRARY SYSTEM ARE THE BLOCK MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS. THESE PROCEDURES PROVIDE THE NECESSARY TABLE LOOK-UP PROCEDURE AND THE VITAL BLOCK UPDATING FUNCTIONS.


"BDAM" PROVIDES THE INSERTION AND DELETION OF SUB-BLOCKS IN BLOCKS 3 AND 4. IT ALSO PROVIDES RETRIEVAL OF SUB-BLOCKS FROM THESE BLOCKS.

FINALLY, "ISAM" SEARCHES THE DIRECTORY TABLES GIVEN A KEY AND FINDS THE POSITION OF THE KEY WITHIN THE TABLE. THE SEARCH IS STRICTLY SEQUENTIAL. IT RETURNS A FLAG TO INDICATE THE KIND OF POSITION, I.E. LESS THAN A KEY, EQUAL TO A KEY, BETWEEN TWO KEYS, OR OUTSIDE THE RANGE.
WHTSS COMMUNICATIONS

THE LIBRARY PROGRAMS COMMUNICATE WITH THE TERMINAL OR THE MONITOR VIA POSTS AND WAITS. THE "SYSTEM" ROUTINE INFORMS THE MONITOR THAT THE LIBRARY PROGRAM HAS CRASHED; THE "CONSOLE" PROGRAM COMMUNICATES WITH THE TERMINAL, THE "POST" ROUTINE IS THE BASIC TRANSMITTER TO THE MONITOR, AND THE "WAIT" PROGRAM TELLS THE MONITOR THAT THE LIBRARY PROGRAMS IS FINISHED.

THE SURF BUFFER IS STORED IN A WORK AREA. ALL MANIPULATION WITH THE BUFFER IS DONE WITH RESPECT TO THE WORK AREA. WHEN THE RESULTS ARE TO BE PASSED BACK VIA THE SURF BUFFER, THE LIBRARY MUST WAIT TILL THE BUFFER IS FREE. THEN THE BUFFER IS STUFFED FROM THE WORK AREA. THIS OCCURS IN 2 ROUTINES: CONSOLE AND LINK.

OS COMMUNICATIONS

IN ORDER TO MOVE DATA FROM ONE PROTECT REGION INTO ANOTHER, WHTSS HAS AN SVC WHICH WILL PUT THE PROGRAM IN ZERO PROTECT KEY. THE ROUTINES INVOLVED ARE:

GET_INTO_PROTECT_KEY_ZERO.

GET_OUT_OF_PROTECT_KEY_ZERO.
IDIOSYNCRACIES

Most of the idiosyncrasies are not major roadblocks but at times constitute an unnecessary digression in programming to solve them. Most of the solutions have been done using "inline" coding.

COREWORD

The XPL implementation of coreword requires a word address while nowhere within the structure of XPL is there any facility for obtaining a word address directly. As a result of this, "mapper" provides byte addressing for word arrays.

STRINGS

Strings are passed as string descriptors with an 8 bit length and a 24 bit address field. There are entries within the UMTSS table that should be treated as strings but because there are no equivalence or defined statements, we must perform the mapping ourselves. The routine "string" has a pseudo-descriptor as an argument and returns this descriptor as the proper value for a character procedure. Thus using "string" as a function with a word that has the high-order byte set to some length and the low-order 3 bytes to some address, we can use elements of an array as an XPL character string.

Since data fields must be physically moved, the XPL conventions of setting descriptors equal is unsatisfactory. "movebytes" moves blocks of up to 256 bytes from "source" to "target". Both source or target are core addresses which are usually string descriptors. "mover" calls "movebytes" but moves in terms of words.

There is perhaps a bug within XPL. There seems to be some sort of failure to concatenate properly when the free string area is overflowed and compactification must occur. For this reason there will be no concatenation within the programs.

EXTERNAL

Since XPL lacks the ability to branch to routines whose addresses were passed as parameters, "mass" was designed to perform a simple balr.
SUBROUTINE ANATOMY

This section describes each subroutine used in the library program. Each description includes a narrative on the functions and quirks, a list of procedures it invokes, and finally a list of globals it references. The order of the subroutines is the order required by XPL and my own personal quirk.

STRING

Descriptive Notes:
Takes a pseudo-descriptor and returns it as an XPL descriptor. A pseudo-descriptor is a word with the high order byte being the length of the string minus 1 (null strings are represented by a zero word). The low order 3 bytes is the machine address.

Invoked Procedures:
Inline

MAPPER

Descriptive Notes:
Performs the same function as coreword. Difference is that it uses an address that is a parameter to a subroutine.

Invoked Procedures:
Inline

ZAP

Descriptive Notes:
Blanks out a string. The descriptor must point to an area below freebase.

Invoked Procedures:
Inline

MOVEBYTES

Descriptive Notes:
Moves up to 256 bytes around. The reason for the BCTR 3,0 is that limited is the number of bytes to be moved, but the machine requires that the length be the length of the string minus one.

Invoked Procedures:
Inline

MOVER

Descriptive Notes:
Moves blocks of words about. Tries to optimize by
MOVING BLOCKS OF 256 BYTES AT A TIME.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
MOVEBYTES

LEADING

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
PUTS LEADING BLANKS INTO A STRING. THE TARGET STRING MUST BE BELOW FREEBASE.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
LENGTH, MOVEBYTES, STRING, ZAP

TRAILING

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
PUTS TRAILING BLANKS INTO A STRING. THE TARGET STRING MUST BE BELOW FREEBASE.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
LENGTH, MOVEBYTES, STRING, ZAP

FEX

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
CHARACTER FUNCTION

PERFORMS BINARY TO HEXADECIMAL CHARACTER STRING CONVERSION FOR OUTPUTTING.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
SUBSTR

BACKMOVE

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
MAKES ROOM FOR A BLOCK BY MOVING THE BLOCKS AFTER IT A BLOCK UP.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
MOVE

LOGGING

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
LOG THE TIME, TERMINAL, DATA SET NAME, AND MESSAGE, ONLY IF SYSTEM TRACE IS LESS THAN 1.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
STRING, SUBSTR

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
SYSTEM TRACE
WIQ

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
WRITE TO THE OS SYSTEM TYPEWRITER/OPERATOR, INLINES THE SVC. MAKE SURE TO SAVE GENERAL REGISTER 15 ELSE XPL WILL BE SCREWED UP.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
INLINE

GET INTO PROTECT KEY ZERO

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
Puts the program in protect key zero by issuing a special svc.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
INLINE

GET OUT OF PROTECT KEY ZERO

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
Gets the program out of protect key zero, issues a special svc.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
INLINE

POST

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
Signal the completion of an event.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
INLINE

WAIT

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
Await the completion of the event.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
INLINE

WAIT FOR BUFFER

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
Tell them that I'm going to use the soft buffer. Wait till it's ok.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
POST, WAIT

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
CMON_QECB, IOSTAT, ORIGIN, TERMAC
REQUEST_INPUT

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
ASK TMON TO GIVE ME INPUTS WITHOUT EXAMINING THE
CONTENTS OF THE BUFFER. WE ARE NO LONGER IN COMMAND
MODE BUT IN MODE 52 (AT THE MOMENT INSERT MODE).

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
POST

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
COMPLETED STATUS TERMAD

CONSOLE

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
WRITE TO THE TERMINAL. NOTE THAT WE MUST WAIT UNTIL
THE SURF BUFFER IS FREE FOR USAGE. IF THE
SUBROUTINE NAME 'X' HAS AN '*' AS THE FIRST
CHARACTER, THEN THE MESSAGE GOES TO THE ACTIVE_LINE
(OF THE 2260'S). OTHERWISE IT GOES TO THE
FORMATTING LINE. NOTE THAT THE SURF_BUFR IS STUFFED
WITH THE CONTENTS OF THE WORKING_BUFFER.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BYTE, LENGTH, LOGGING, MOVE, MOVEBYTES, POST,
TRAILING, WAIT, WAIT_FOR_BUFFER, ZAP

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
APAGE, BUFFER, BUFR, TERMAD

SYSTEMX

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
KILL MY PART OF THE PROGRAM. WE HAVE A DISASTROUS
ERROR. FORCE LOGGING.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
OPERATOR, WAIT

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
SYSTEM_TRACE

LIBRARY_CRASH

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
The command was NOT IN THE BUFFER. KILL MY PROGRAM.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
SYSTEM

CONVERT_BINARY

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
LOGICAL FUNCTION
CONVERT A CHARACTER STRING TO A BINARY NUMBER, INCLUDING NEGATIVE NUMBERS. IF THE RETURN IS TRUE, THEN THERE IS A CONVERSION ERROR. OTHERWISE THE ANSWER IS RETURNED IN 'VALUE'.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BYTE, LENGTH, OPERATOR

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
VALUE

INDEX2

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
FIXED FUNCTION
PERFORMS A SEARCH OF A STRING FOR A GIVEN SUBSTRING WITH PARAMETERS TO TELL WHERE TO START AND STOP SEARCHING AND HOW TO INCREMENT THE SEARCH.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
LENGTH, SUBSTR

INDEX1

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
FIXED FUNCTION
SAME AS "INDEX" FUNCTION OF PL/I. CAN'T USE "INDEX" BECAUSE IT'S A LITERAL.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
INDEX2, LENGTH

PARSING

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
LOGICAL FUNCTION
TAKES A STRING AND RETURNS THE KEYWORD/OPTION USING THE SYNTAX DEFINED FOR THE COMMANDS. HANDLES APOSTROPHES OK. THE PARAMETER DELIMITER IS A BLANK OR COMMA. THE COMMAND DELIMITER IS A SEMI-COLON. CONTINUING MAY NOT BE RESET PROPERLY. THAT IS WHY IN TSS_LIBRARY ON THE FIRST CALL, IT IS RESET.

*WARNING* PARSING DESTROYS IMAGE IF LITERAL STRINGS ARE USED. THE TECHNIQUE USING PARSING MAKES IMAGE = BUFFER. NOTE THAT BUFFER IS AN ARRAY.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BYTE, INDEX1, LENGTH, OPERATOR, SUBSTR

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
IMAGE, KEYWORD, OPTION, VALUE, CONTINUING
MAP

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
ANALYZES EITHER BUFFERS AND FILL THE MAPPING ARRAYS WITH THE APPROPRIATE VALUES.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
MAPPER, SYSTEM

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
#BLKS, ABLK, ASUBS, #SUBS, #DATA, #KEYS, #BLOCK, #TEXT, CURRENT_BUFFER, FREE_AREA

ISAM

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
MANIPULATES SUBBLOCKS OF BLOCKS 3 OR 4. INSERTS, DELETES, AND RETRIEVES. IF THE SUBBLOCK# IS OUT OF RANGE, THE SUBBLOCK# IS RESET TO THE BOUNDARY LIMIT.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BACKMOVE, COREWORD, MAP, MOVE, OPERATOR

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
#TEXT, ASUBS, CURRENT_BUFFER, FREE_AREA, #BLKS, #SUBS

ISAM

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
FIXED FUNCTION

SEARCHES THROUGH A LIST OF KEYS TO SEE IF A GIVEN KEY IS WITHIN A RANGE OF THEM. RETURNS FLAG AND SUB#.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
STRING, OPERATOR

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
#KEYS, #TEXT, ASUBS, #DATA, FLAG, SUB#, CONDCODE

FIND_BIT

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
FIXED FUNCTION

TRIES TO FIND A FREE BIT GIVEN A FREE CYLINDER BLOCK. CALCULATES THE APPROPRIATE LOGICAL TRACK NUMBER. RETURNS ZERO OTHERWISE.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
FREE_BLK
GETHRK

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
FIXED FUNCTION

SEARCHES THROUGH THE CORE TABLE'S BLOCK & FROM THE CENTRAL CYLINDER. RETURNS THE LTO.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BDAM, FIND_BIT, MAP, SYSTEM

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
ATABLE, #SUBS ABUFF, REWRITE

FREEHRK

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
FREES A LOGICAL TRACK BY RESETING THE APPROPRIATE BIT IN THE PROPER FREE CYLINDER BLOCK.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BDAM, MAP

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
ATABLE, LTO, ABUFF, REWRITE

TRACK_CHECK

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
MAKE SURE THAT THE LTO IS WITHIN THE BOUNDS OF THE DISK FILE.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
SYSTEM

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
LAST_TRACK#, LTO

RITEX

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
DETERMINES IF THE DTOC SHOULD BE WRITTEN. IF SO, WRITES IT.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
FILE, TRACK_CHECK

READY

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
READS IN THE DESIRED LOGICAL TRACK. CHECKS FIRST TO SEE IF IT IS ALREADY IN CORE. IF IT IS JUST ACT AS IF IT WAS READ IN.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
FILE, MAP, RITEY

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
LT0, IOCOUNT, BUFF, LAST_LT0

READ

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
READS IN THE TRACK AND TRIES TO GET THE HIGH AND
LOW KEYS (CANNOT BE DONE FOR LOADABLE DATA SETS).

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BOAM, MOVE, READY

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
@TEXT, LO, HI

RITEY

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
WRITES THE LOGICAL TRACK ONTO DISK.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
FILE, RITEY, TRACK_CHECK

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
LT0, ABLK, BUFF, IOCOUNT, LAST_LT0

ALLOCATE_DSNODE

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
OBTAINS A FREE DSNODE FOR A TERMINAL.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
SYSTEM

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
DSNODE, DSPNTR, DSHEAD, DCB1, DCB2, FREEHEAD, COUNT

FREE_DSNODE

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
FREES A DSNODE LIST AND PUTS EACH DSNODE BACK ON
THE FREE DSNODE LIST, EXCEPT THE LAST ONE. IT IS
ALWAYS ALLOCATED TO THE SURF TERMINAL.

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
DSNODE, DSHEAD, DSPNTR, FREEHEAD, COUNT

INITIALIZE_DSNODE

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
INITIALIZES DATA SET PARAMETER POINTERS.

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
DSNODE, FREEHEAD, DSPNTR, DSHEAC, LO, CURRENT, HI, STOPKEY, CURRENT_DSNODE

**INITIALIZE**

**DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:**
Read in the current DTDC, initialize pointers, get the date, set up the free DSNODE list and allocate one to each terminal. Calculate today's date (try to handle leap year, might not work).

**INVOKED PROCEDURES:**
ALLOCATE_DSNODE, DATE, FILE, GET_FILE, MAP, MOVE, STRING, SUBSTR, SYSTEM

**REFERENCED GLOBALS:**
ATABLE, APADDING, USE_COUNT, LAST_TRACK#, #SUBS, ABUFF, BUFFER, AFREE, APAGE, DATE_EXP, DATE_NOW, NEXT_KEY, DATE_LIMIT, DATE_TODAY, FREE_LOGICAL_TRACK, LT#, FREE_AREA, DSNODE, DSHEAD, DSPNTR, NUM_TERM, ENTRY_LENGTH

**REINITIALIZE**

**DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:**
Free the LT and writes a free logical track out.

**INVOKED PROCEDURES:**
FREETRK, MOVE, WRITE_FILE

**REFERENCED GLOBALS:**
ABUFF, A_FREE_IMAGE

**LOOK_AT_TABLE**

**DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:**
Fixed function
Examines the core table for the job/account number.

**INVOKED PROCEDURES:**
ISAM, MAP, MOVE, STRING

**REFERENCED GLOBALS:**
AJOB, APAGE, ATABLE, FLAG

**LOOK_AT_PAGE**

**DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:**
Fixed function
Examines the directory page for the job/account number and DSNAME.
INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BDAM, GET_FILE, ISAM, MOVE, STRING

REFERRED GLOBALS:
SUB#, LT#, APAGE, AJOB, ADSET, FLAG, ABUFF

CREATE_LABEL_BLOCK

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
FILLS IN THE LABEL BLOCK WITH THE RIGHT STUFF.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
MOVE

REFERRED GLOBALS:
ABLK, BUFF, AJOB, ADSET, AUSER_NAME, LT#

CREATE_DATA_SET_BLOCK

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
FILLS IN THE DATA SET BLOCK FOR THE DIRECTORY PAGE.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
MOVE

REFERRED GLOBALS:
LT#, APAGE, DATE_TODAY, DATE_LIMIT, AUSER_NAME, AJOB, ADSET

DATA_SET_ERROR

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
LOGICAL FUNCTION

CHECK TO SEE IF A DATA SET HAS ALREADY BEEN SELECTED.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
OPERATOR, STRING, SYSTEM

REFERRED GLOBALS:
ADSET

BAC_BLOCK_SIZE

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
LOGICAL FUNCTION

CHECK TO SEE IF THE TEXT SIZE IS LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 20 WORDS, SINCE INSERT AND DELETE USES SCRATCH ARRAYS OF ONLY 20 WORDS.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
OPERATOR
REFERENCED GLOBALS:
LT#, #TEXT

CHECK KEY
DESCRIPtIVE NOTES:
LOGICAL FUNCTION
CHECK FOR KEYS OF LENGTH >6. FORCE BAD CCNDCODE IF IT IS.
INVOKED PROCEDURES:
LENGTH, OPERATOR LLT REFERENCED GLOBALS:
CONDCODE

INPUTER
DESCRIPtIVE NOTES:
LOGICAL FUNCTION
CHECK TO SEE IF THE COMMAND HAS THE DATA SET NAME. IF THE COMMAND COMES FROM ANYWHERE ELSE, ALLOCATE A NEW DSNODE. PRIMARILY FOR SELECT AND CREATE.
INVOKED PROCEDURES:
ALLOCATE_DSNODE, INITIALIZE_DSNODE, LIBRARY CRASH, OPERATOR, PARSING, TRAILING
REFERENCED GLOBALS:
ORIGIN, IMAGE, BUFFER, OPTION, ADSET

RELATIVE POSITION
DESCRIPtIVE NOTES:
LOGICAL FUNCTION
TRIES TO POSITION THE FILE AT THE GIVEN KEY. SETS FLAG AND SUB# PROPERLY. FIRST SEE IF IN CORE, IF NOT READING THE PLT#. THEN GET THE APPROPRIATE SECONDARY LOGICAL TRACK.
INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BOAM, GET_FILE, ISAM, READ_FILE, SYSTEM
REFERENCED GLOBALS:
LT#, DCB1, DCB2, CURRENT, LO, HI, ABUFF, APAGE

ABSOLUTE POSITION
DESCRIPtIVE NOTES:
LOGICAL FUNCTION
GIVEN THE RECORD NUMBER, POSITIONS THE FILE THERE. READ IN SEQUENCE EACH LT# AND COUNT HOW MANY CARDS
THERE ARE UNTIL WE REACH THE APPROPRIATE NUMBER.

**Invoked Procedures:**
BDAM, MOVE, READ_FILE

**ReferencedGlobals:**
LTO, DCB1, DCB2, #TEXT, SUBS, ASUBS, APADDING, SUB#, RECORD#, APAGE, CURRENT

---

**Get_Record**

**Descriptive Notes:**
Logical Function

GET THE RECORD CORRESPONDING TO THE NEXT KEY. SHOULD MOVE THE CURRENT KEY INTO THE NEXT KEY AND AT THE END MOVE THE NEXT KEY INTO THE CURRENT KEY.

**Invoked Procedures:**
BDAM, GET_FILE, ISAM, MOVE, READ_FILE, RELATIVE_POSITION

**ReferencedGlobals:**
NEXT_KEY, CURRENT, MAXKEY, ABUFFER, #SUBS, LTO, DCB1, DCB2, ABUFF, SUB#, APAGE

---

**Library_Select**

**Descriptive Notes:**
Single Service Request

AFTER INVESTIGATING THE DTQC AND PAGE, UPDATE THE DATE SELECTED FIELD IN THE PAGE. CHECK IF HIS DATA SET IS STILL LEGITIMATE. POSITION THE FILE AT THE FIRST RECORD IF IT'S A CARD IMAGE DATA SET.

**Invoked Procedures:**
BDAM, GET_FILE, INPUTER, LOOK_AT_PAGE, LOOK_AT_TABLE, MOVE, OPERATOR, WRITE_FILE

**ReferencedGlobals:**
LTO, DCB1, DCB2, DATE_EXP, OPTION, SUB#, APAGE, DATE_NOW, DATE_TODAY, #TEXT, ADSET, NO_DATA_SET, COUNT, CONDCODE

---

**Library_Create**

**Descriptive Notes:**
Single Service Request

CREATES A DATA SET BLOCK AND UPDATES THE APPROPRIATE PAGE. CHECK IF PAGE OVERFLOW OCCURS (NO DYNAMIC MECHANISM YET), WRITES A FREE LOGICAL TRACK IMAGE WITH THE PROPER FORMAT.
INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BDAM, CREATE_DATA_SET_BLOCK, CREATE_LABEL_BLOCK, GETTRK, INPUTER, LOOK_AT_PAGE, LOOK_AT_TABLE, MAP, MOVE, OPERATOR, WRITE_FILE

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
NO_DATA_SET, ADSET, CONDCODE, LT#, DCB1, DCB2, COUNT, HI, CURRENT, PAGE, A_FREE_IMAGE, ABUFF, #BLKS, #TEXT

LIBRARY_SCRATCH

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
MULTI-SERVICE REQUEST.

SCRATCH ALL THE LOGICAL TRACKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DATA SET. THE PAGE DATA SET BLOCK IS WIPED OUT FIRST. THE PLT IS DONE THE LAST.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BDAM, GET_FILE, INPUTER, LOOK_AT_PAGE, LOOK_AT_TABLE, MOVE, OPERATOR, REINITIALIZE, WRITE_FILE

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
COUNT, DCB1, DCB2, PAGE, LT#, #SUBS, APACCDING, ADSET, NO_DATA_SET, CONDCODE

MASS

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
BRANCHES TO ANY PROCEDURE.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
INLINE

OUTPUTER

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
MULTI-SERVICE REQUEST. BREAKS UP COMMANDS INTO ONES WITH KEY WORDS OR ONES WITH POSITIONAL PARAMETERS. POSITIONS THE FILE TO APPROPRIATE RECORD THEN OUTPUTS THE BUFFER TO THE APPROPRIATE ROUTINES.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
ABSOOLUTE_POSITION, BAD_BLOCK_SIZE, BDAM, CONVERT_BINARY, DATA_SET_ERROR, GET_FILE, GET_RECORD, INDEX1, ISAM, LEADING, LIBRARY_CRASH, LOOK_AT_TABLE, MASS, MOVE, MOV_BYTES, OPERATOR, PARSING, READ_FILE, STRING, _SUBSTR, SYSTEM, TRAILING, ZAP

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
COUNT, BUFFER, APAGE, AUSER_NAME, IMAGE, SUBIOTYP, #SUBS, DCB1, DCB2, LT#, AJOB, IOCOUNT, TIMER,
ADSET, ACURRENT

LIBRARY_HASP

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
OUTPUTS TO THE INTERNAL READER OF HASP. BLANK OUT 73-8C. IT WILL SCREW UP BASIC PROGRAMS BUT HECK IT

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
OPERATOR, ZAP, STRING

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
CONDCODE, HASP_USER, BUFFER, ABUFFER72

LIBRARY_PRINT

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
OUTPUTS TO THE INTERNAL READER OF HASP.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
STRING

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
CONDCODE, PRINT_USER, BUFFER

LIBRARY_PUNCH

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
OUTPUTS TO THE INTERNAL READER OF HASP.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
STRING

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
CONDCODE, PUNCH_USER, BUFFER

LIBRARY_DISPLAY

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
OUTPUTS TO THE TERMINAL.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
MOVE, OPERATOR

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
APAGE, BUFFER

LIBRARY_INSERT

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
INSERTS A CARD IMAGE INTO A USER'S DATA SET. HANDLES TRACK OVERFLOW BY WRITING THE LAST 15 CARDS ONTO A NEW TRACK.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BAD_BLOCK_SIZE, BDAM, CREATE_LABEL_BLOCK, DATA_SET_ERROR, GET_FILE, GETTRK, ISAM, MAP, MOVE, OPERATOR, READ_FILE, RELATIVE_POSITION, WRITE_FILE

REFERENCEDGLOBALS:
CURRENT, LO, #BLKS, #TEXT, #SUBS, APAGE, ABUFFER, APADDING, LT#, DCB1, HI, ABUFF, A_FREE_IMAGE, BAD_BLOCK_SIZE, BDAM, BYTE, COREBYTE

FREE_SCAN_INSERT

DESCRIPTIVENOTES:
ALLOWS FREE FORM FOR INSERTION. THE SCAN LOOKS FOR THEFIRST NON-BLANK SEQUENCE OF CHARACTERS WITHINCOLUMNS 1 TO 8. THE FIRST BLANK AFTER THE NON-BLANK STRING TERMINATES THAT STRING. IT BECOMESTHE KEY. THE NEXT 72 CHARACTERS AFTER THUBLANK BECOMESTHE TEXT.

INVOKEDPROCEDURES:
COREBYTE, LEADING, MOVE, MOVEBYTES, OPERATOR, STRING

REFERENCEDGLOBALS:
ABUFFER, CONDCODE, APAGE, CURRENT

PBS_LIBRARY_INSERT

DESCRIPTIVENOTES:
DETERMINES IF STANDARD COMMAND MODE OR KEYLESS MODE. IF IT IS KEYLESS MODE THEN DECIDETO EITHER AUTOMATICALLY GENERATE THE KEYS OR USE THE FREE_SCAN_INSERT TECHNIQUE (OPTION 'BASIC'). THESENTINEL STRING TERMINATES THE KEYLESS MODE.

INVOKEDPROCEDURES:
BAD_BLOCK_SIZE, BYTE, CONVERT_BINARY, COREBYTE, DATA_SET_ERROR, FREE_SCAN_INSERT, LEADING, LIBRARY_CRASH, LIBRARY_INSERT, MOVE, OPERATOR, PARSPORTING, STRING, SUBSTR, TRAILING

REFERENCEDGLOBALS:
SUBIOTYP, BUFFER, COUNT, COUNT2, STOPKEY, CURRENT

DELETE_LOOP

DESCRIPTIVENOTES:
DELETES CARDS SUBX TO SUBY. IF THE LAST CARD DELETED WAS THE HI KEY THEN WE MUST FIX THE DSNODE, THE BLOCK 3 POINTER AND THE DIRECTORY POINTERS. IT IS AN INTERNAL PROCEDURE USING INTERNALGLOBALS (SUBX, SUBY, AND SUB!).

INVOKEDPROCEDURES:
BDAM, GET_FILE, ISAM, MOVEBYTES, STRING, WRITE_FILE
REFERENCED GLOBALS:
BUFFER, HI, LT0, DCB1, PAGE

TRACK_UNDERFLOW

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
EITHER THERE ARE NO CARDS IN THE TRACK OR THERE IS ONLY ONE LEFT. FOR CASE 1, THROW THE TRACK AWAY AND REMOVE IT FROM THE DIRECTORY. FOR CASE 2, SAVE THE LAST CARD, THROW THE TRACK AWAY, AND PUT THE LAST CARD BACK IN (INSERT WILL AFFECT TRACKS AFTER THE ONE WE HAVE THROWN AWAY).

LIBRARY_DELETE

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
MULTI-SERVICE REQUEST.

DELETES A CARD IMAGE FROM THE USER'S DATA SET. THERE ARE 3 POSSIBLE CASES. THEY ARE THAT THE START AND STOP KEYS ARE: ON THE SAME TRACK, 2) ON ADJACENT TRACKS, OR 3) SEPARATED BY 1 OR MORE TRACKS. THE ALGORITHM IS TO TAKE CASE 3, REDUCE IT TO CASE 2. TAKE CASE 2 AND REDUCE IT TO CASE 1. IN THIS MANNER THE NUMBER OF DISK READ/Writes IS MINIMIZED. THE FIRST IMPLEMENTATION DELETED A CARD AT A TIME. THIS IS CLEARLY SIMPLE BUT GROSSLY INEFFICIENT.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BAD_BLOCK_SIZE, BDAM, DATA_SET_ERROR, DELETE_LOOP, GET_FILE, ISAM, LEADING, LIBRARY_CRASH, LIBRARY_INSERT, MOVE, OPERATOR, PARSING, REINITIALIZE, STRING, TRACK_UNDERFLOW, WRITE_FILE

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
LT0, DCB1, DCB2, COUNT, APAGE, BUFFER, IMAGE, SUBIOTYP

LIBRARY_LIB

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
SELECTS AN XPL LOADABLE DATA SET AND AUGMENTS THE CONTROL RECORD WITH THE NUMBER OF LOGICAL TRACKS IN THE DATA SET. THE CONTROL RECORD IS PASSED IN THE BUFFER.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BUAM, GET_FILE, LIBRARY_SELECT, MOVE, POST, WAIT

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
CONOCODE, DCB1, DCB2, LT0, ASUBS, AASUBS, PAGE, BUFR

LIBRARY_LOAD
DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
READS IN A LOGICAL TRACK AND TRANSfers THE BLOCK 4 DATA TO THE AREA POINTED BY AREALOC. THE SUB-BLOCK IS CONTAINED IN THE COMMAND.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BDAM, CCNRER_T-BINARY, DATA_SET_ERROR, GET_FILE, GET_INTO_PROTECT_KEY_ZERO, GET_OUT_OF_PROTECT_KEY_ZERO, LIBRARY_CRASH, MO'VE, PARSING

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
BUFFER, DCB1, LTI, SUBS, ABLK, TEXT, .SUBS, AREALOC, PAGE

LIBRARY_DACL

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
WRITES A LOGICAL TRACK GIVEN THE KEY IN THE COMMAND AND TO THE AREA POINTED BY AREALOC.

IF THE KEY EXISTS, REPLACE IT WITH THE NEW IMAGE. OTHERWISE FIX THE DIRECTORY AND WRITE THE NEW IMAGE.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
BDAM, CREATE_LABEL_BLOCK, DATA_SET_ERROR, GET_FILE, GETTRK, ISAM, LEADING, LIBRARY_CRASH, MAP, MOVE, PARSING, SYSTEM, WRITE_FILE

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
BUFFER, CURRENT, DCB1, DCB2, CONDCODE, FREE_IMAGE, BUFF, AREALOC, PAGE, LTI, ABLK

LIBRARY_NAME

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
CHANGES THE DATA SET NAME IN THE DIRECTORY PAGE TO THE NEW NAME, BUT NOT THE INDIVIDUAL TRACKS, LOCK IN PAGE DATA SET TO -1.

INVOKED PROCEDURES:
INPUTER, LOOK_AT_TABLE, LOOK_AT_PAG'EE, PARSING, OPERATOR, BDAM, MOVE, WRITE_FILE

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
CONDCODE, COUNT, ADSET, PADDING

PRE_LIBRARY_HASP

DESCRIPTIVE NOTES:
PROVIDES A SINGLE SERVER FOR HASP REQUESTS. THE '/EOF' IS A HASP INTERVAL READER CONVENTION. MORE THAN ONE '/EOF' CARDS ARE USED TO FLUSH THE QSAM BUFFER.
invoked procedures:
library_hasp, move, operator, outputer, zap

referenced globals:
put_queue, hasp_user, termad, count, condcode, buffer

pre_library_print

descriptive notes:
use the single server queue technique by examining
'put_queue'. if it is busy, then pass over the
request. note that initially print, punch, and hasp
share the queue (since internal reader can be
allocated to only one dd card). print job by
generating jcl cards. let the defaults be uh
defaults. note that more than one */eof* cards are
passed to flush the qsam buffers.

invoked procedures:
library_print, movebytes, mover, operator,
outputer, zap

referenced globals:
put_queue, print_user, termad, count, condcode, buffer

pre_library_punch

descriptive notes:
use the single server queue technique by examining
'put_queue'. if it is busy, then pass over the
request. note that initially print, punch, and hasp
share the queue (since internal reader can be
allocated to only one dd card). punch job by
generating jcl cards. let the defaults be uh
defaults. note that more than one */eof* cards are
passed to flush the qsam buffers.

invoked procedures:
library_punch, movebytes, mover, operator,
outputer, zap

referenced globals:
put_queue, punch_user, termad, count, condcode, buffer

iss_library

descriptive notes:
initializes the system, determines the commands,
handles the request queues. 'thread through queue.
when the last one is reached, start again. if there
are no more, wait for some work). watch out for
00: want terminals.
INVOKED PROCEDURES:
ALLOCATE_OSNODE, FREE_OSNODE, INITIALIZE_OSNODE,
LIBRARY_CREATE, LIBRARY_DAQL, LIBRARY_DELETE,
LIBRARY_DISPLAY, LIBRARY_HASP, LIBRARY_INSERT,
LIBRARY_LINK, LIBRARY_LOAD, LIBRARY_NAME,
LIBRARY_SCRATCH, LIBRARY_SELECT, LOGGING, MOVE,
OPERATOR, OUTPUTER, POST, PRE_LIBRARY_HASP,
PRE_LIBRARY_INSERT, PRE_LIBRARY_PRINT,
PRE_LIBRARY_PUNCH, STRING, SUBSTR, SYSTEM, WAIT,
ZAP

REFERENCED GLOBALS:
COUNT, SUBIOTYP, STATUS, IOCOUNT, CONTINUING,
CONCODE, BUFFER, JOB, NAME, LIBTYPE, IOSTAT,
QUEUE1, POINTER
THE FILE MAINTENANCE ROUTINES CREATE THE LIBRARY FILE, EXTRACTS DISK USAGE DATA FOR THE SYSTEM MANAGER, AND REORGANIZES THE MEMBERS WITHIN THE FILE. THESE PROGRAMS MAINTAIN THE DATA BASE AS AN IBM DIRECT ACCESS DATA SET.

ZERODISK

ZERODISK Initializes a direct-access data set with the properly formatted logical tracks. It is written in FORTRAN IV and uses an assembly language program, WRITEQ. WRITEQ is required to initialize a BDAM data set without keys.

ZERODISK has two parts, one part reads the data cards, formatting the proper type of logical track, and the other part writes the formatted tracks onto disk. The input is divided into 3 parts, one section for the directory table of contents, the next section for the directory pages and the last section for free logical tracks.

Each section has the same structure, four blocks per section. For each block there is a format card and the appropriate data cards for that block. The description of each block is given in the OS implementation section.

After all the input cards have been read, and if there are no errors, then the tracks are written in the following manner: the first half of the data set is written, then the directory pages, and finally the last half of the data set. Each cylinder has the appropriate logical tracks with the DTCG logical track on the first record of the nineteenth head.

For each type of logical track, a listing of the format cards and the corresponding data cards is provided. The data is in hexadecimal, as they would appear on the disk. Finally, the first 100 words of the record are dumped to verify that the formatting is proper.
STATDISK

STATDISK EXAMINES EACH LOGICAL TRACK IN THE UHTSS/2 LIBRARY DATA SET AND PRINTS INFORMATION PERTINENT TO THAT TRACK. THIS PROGRAM, WRITTEN IN FORTRAN, IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE SYSTEM MANAGERS SINCE IT VIOLATES THE SECURITY LOCKS WITHIN THE SYSTEM.

EACH LOGICAL TRACK IS READ AND CLASSIFIED. DEPENDING UPON ITS CLASSIFICATION, THE APPROPRIATE INFORMATION IS PRINTED. THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION IS THE LOGICAL TRACK POINTERS IN THE DIRECTORIES. ONLY THE CURRENT DTOC IS LISTED. FINALLY SOME STATISTICS REGARDING THE DISK UTILIZATION ARE LISTED. NOTE THAT LOCK IS AT THE MOMENT JUST THE LT# OF SOME LOGICAL TRACK (USUALLY ITSELF EXCEPT IN THE CASE OF DTOCS).


NOTE THAT THE PERCENTAGE OF TRACKS USED MAY BE THE SAME AS THE SUM OF THE PERCENTAGES FOR PAGE, DTOC, USER LOGICAL TRACKS (FOR THE MOMENT THE ONLY REASON IS THAT INITIALLY SOME TRACKS WERE ALLOCATED FOR FUTURE USE. FOR THE 101 CYLINDER FILE, 2 CYLINDERS WERE SAVED FOR PAGE OVERFLOW TRACKS).
ANLZDISK

The purpose of ANLZDISK is to provide a system management tool which may be used to extract utilization information contained within the library file. The input is a set of data cards specifying whether a given data set should be saved or scratched. The output is a list of data sets which will expire within a week from the date the program was run, a list of data sets which have been scratched, and track utilization facts for each data set. The track utilization facts contain the use count of each logical track and the number of bytes used in that track.

The program is so structured as to enable the UMTSS manager to extract any information contained on the library file. While at the present time the program allows mainly for automatic checking and scratching of data sets, it can be easily modified to extract specific information the system manager may request.

The utility program will provide a list of data sets which will expire within a week from the date the program is run (using CheckDate). Unless an extension of the expiration date is requested by the user, the data set will then be automatically scratched the next time the ANLZDISK program is run (a two week grace period is provided however, before actually scratching the data set). An override feature is provided. This feature is a scratch/save list which is a set of data cards having the data set name in column one, the job/account number in column ten, and the scratch/save code in column twenty (scratch=1 and save=2).

In addition to the above functions, the program also prints each data set name, job/account number, programmer's name and the associated page with the primary and secondary logical track numbers, as well as the number of times the secondary logical track has been used and how many bytes it contains.

The function of ACHTUNG is to provide a message directory of the system. Two parameters are passed, the first being a variable and the second an error code. Ten basic codes are provided differing by the position of the variable within the message and the severity level (blank (4), note (3), warning (3), severe error (3)).

The function of SCRATCHIT is to erase a specified data set and to provide a message to that effect. The parameter is the data set name.
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